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Executive Summary
The main objective of WP4 of SAFE4RAIL (S4R) is to develop a concept for a new railway
braking system based on electronic devices and communication systems with high integrity
safety performances to demonstrate the SAFE4RAIL new TCMS embedded platform
consistency.
In D4.1 (see [1]) the state of art of brake systems has been described.
D4.2 includes the brake system requirements specification, the safety requirement allocation,
the risk analysis and new brake system concept electronic control specification.
System Requirements definition has been done with a joint work with CONNECTA (CTA)
WP5, which is developing the innovative device EDV (Electronic Distributor Valve) using
electronic control with high integrity safety performances. Cooperation has been necessary
to benefit from the specific brake systems competencies available inside the CTA team.
Cooperation between S4R and CTA has been extended to Safety Analysis where S4R has,
among its partners, specific safety competencies.
Chapter 1 describes the collaboration method with CTA, the constraints fixed by it, mainly in
terms of scope and requirements definition schedule, and fix the steps of the collaboration
activities.
Chapter 2 describes the result of the first step of collaboration activities between CTA and
S4R, which is the definition of the brake system functions and sub-functions structure.
Chapter 3 describes the process followed in defining the functional requirements, which is
the second step of the collaboration.
The schedule misalignment in CTA and S4R projects limited the requirements definition to
functional ones, leaving out the definition of the system architecture and related requirements
for the next work phases.
Chapter 4 describes the safety analysis done at a functional level and provides the
countermeasures, recommendations and applications requirements as results of the safety
analysis.
Chapter 5 summarizes the result of the work done and identifies the future work to be done
in the next phase to get the final objective of a new brake system electronic control concept
specification.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Safe4Rail WP4 main goal is to provide the demonstration of the results of SAFE4RAIL new
TCMS embedded platform. This demonstration can be done by the implementation on the
new TCMS platform for the safety related functions controlling the brake system of a train.
A general analysis of brake system was already done in the previous task D4.1 (see [1]).
A cooperation is established for this task and deliverable with CTA-WP5 to grant the
competencies in brake system engineering necessary to make the analysis of brake system
functions and define independently requirements for the control. Inside CTA-WP5 carbuilders, brake suppliers and national operators are involved in the development of an
innovative solution for brake system inside the Shift2Rail project
This CTA innovative solution consists of developing a sub-system that is in charge of certain
functionalities of the brake system. These functionalities are selected with the goal to replace
as much pneumatic components as possible (less precise and more expensive in terms of
materials and Life Cycle Cost (LCC)) with a device integrating simple pneumatic components
and safe electronic control.
The selection process is described in document in [2].
Objectives and scope of the two projects are not the same, but the joint work and process
can provide S4R WP4 with the necessary requirements about brake system control.

1.1 Objectives
The main objective of WP4 - Brake by Wire is to develop a concept for a new railway brake
system control based on electronic devices and communication systems with high integrity
safety performances (see §Executive Summary of [1]).
The objectives of CTA WP5 are (see §2 of [2]):
(1) Performance improvement in safety relevant braking functions resulting in
optimisation of the braking distances in safety braking.
(2) On board system optimisation, reducing the number of sophisticated
pneumatic components, improving overall LCC.
(3) Use of communication standards carrying high SIL related information
coordinated with other TCMS WPs.
(4) Validation of non-railway EN standards to be used in railways safety related
application.
Based on above, S4R WP4 and CTA WP5 have the common goal to extend the use of
electronic control technologies for functionalities which are till now covered by pneumatic
technologies, even if the final objectives are different:
S4R WP4 shall develop the brake system electronic control in line with the future
generation TCMS platform defined by S4R WP1 and WP2.
CTA WP5 will develop an innovative sub-system of the brake system, called
Electronic Distributor Valve (EDV), based on CTA WP3 new TCMS platform and on
custom proprietary architecture solution market oriented in shorter times if compared
with the S4R one.
SAFE4RAIL D4.2
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S4R WP4 objective is also to provide feedback requirements to IMP - Integrated Modular
Platform system which other WPs are developing, based on the result of the implementation
of the general principles of the platform to the brake system practical application.
Being the final objectives different, S4R WP4 shall adapt its scope to CTA one, maintaining
in any case the final objective of being a demonstrator of the feasibility of the new S4R
TCMS embedded platform.

1.2 Scope
CTA scope is the innovative brake sub-system EDV, selected by the process described in
[2] and composed of high safety integrity level electronic control unit and pneumatic
actuators and sensors, controlling the adhesion dependent friction brake force applied by
service brake and emergency brake main functions (see §4.3 in [3]).
S4R scope is a new electronic control concept able to implement high safety level
functionalities.
CTA restriction of the scope to adhesion dependent friction brake force control and service
and emergency brake is a limitation of the type of brake force controlled and of the main
functions considered, but it is not a limitation in defining a brake control architecture and
consequently is coherent with the general objective of S4R.
The scope of S4R can be therefore considered the following one:
-

Adhesion dependent friction brake control
Service and emergency brake related functions,

which is aligned to the CTA one.

1.3 Work method with Connecta
S4R D4.2 had the following objectives:
-

to gather the final requirements for the brake system electronic control and
communication
to complete the safety concept for brake systems, defining through the Hazard
Analysis the set of safety requirements
to take into account any requirement, also safety one, coming from any system
breakdown development decision external to the electronic control
connection with communication requirements specification for the safety Ethernet
infrastructure (TCMS) from WP1 & WP2

The scope of above activities is limited by what specified in §1.2.
The above activities require both brake system functions and overall architecture definition,
in order to identify the borders between electronic control and other devices.
CTA, in parallel task T5.2, develops brake system functional structure only, while the brake
system architecture definition is demanded to T5.4 (see §2 Note 1 of [3]).
S4R has not competencies to define autonomously an overall brake system architecture.
The objectives of T4.2 are then redefined as follow, for which cooperation between CTA and
S4R is required:
-

to gather the requirements for the brake system functionalities inside the above
mentioned scope, identifying interface information with other sub-functions or
technical systems of the train
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-

to complete the safety concept for brake systems, defining through the Preliminary
Hazard Analysis (PHA) and the Failure Modes, Effects and Diagnostic Analysis
(FMEDA) the set of safety requirements for the brake system functionalities inside the
above mentioned scope

The requirements shall specify the whole set of brake system sub-functions inside the
defined scope, whatever the brake system sub-function or the technical system of the train
is in charge of.
In the following work and deliverable D4.4 (S4R T4.3 D4.4) CTA and S4R cooperation shall
permit:
-

to define brake system architecture identifying the border of electronic control and the
interfaces
to check the consistency of defined brake architecture with functional and safety
requirements defined in this deliverable
to arrive to a final definition of functional and safety requirements related to subfunction performed by electronic control and its interfaces

Once these activities are finalized S4R will have all the information to proceed autonomously
with the brake system electronic control concept definition based on IMP.
Further limitation in the scope could be defined (for example to consider only emergency
brake functions).
The last activity part of the objectives of T4.2
-

connection with communication requirements specification for the safety Ethernet
infrastructure (TCMS) from WP1 & WP2,

is moved as well to D4.4, involving Electronic Control architectural aspects.

1.4 Safety activities
Deliverable [4] reports the SV&V program and activities to be applied to task 4.1 WP4
development activities reported in this deliverable

1.5 Conclusion
The main objective of S4R WP4 is the development of a concept for a new railway braking
system based on electronic devices and communication systems with high integrity safety
performances based on S4R integrated platform.
The scope for the development can be limited by the boundaries defined with CTA and the
requirements definition work can be jointly done.
The joining points of the CTA-WP5 and S4R-WP4s, starting from which each WP will define
its own electronic control architecture, are.
1. brake system functions and sub-functions structure,
2. requirements of the set of brake system sub-functions inside the defined scope and
related interfaces information
3. system safety requirements
4. brake system architecture
5. electronic control requirements allocation and related interfaces
SAFE4RAIL D4.2
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The joint starting point guarantee the consistency of the two research activities.
In this document the first 3 steps are developed:
S4R, starting from the outcome of above cooperation, in the following task will :
1. filter and propagate the requirements for electronic controls, taking in account the
boundaries about electronics and the brake system safety analysis
2. defines the architecture of an electronic control of brake system based on S4R new
TCMS platform
3. defines the concept for an electronic sub-system part of the above defined
architecture, focused on the brake system functionalities inside the scope.
4. develop the electronic sub-system concept on the new TCMS platform
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Chapter 2 Brake system functional structure
Brake system functional structure is the result of the process followed by CTA in [2] and [3].
In [2] a top down process defines the brake system functional structure: starting from the
definition of the main goal given to brake system by European directive [1] §4.2.4.1
requirement (1)
“The purpose of the train braking system is to ensure that the train's speed can be reduced or maintained
on a slope, or that the train can be stopped within the maximum allowable braking distance. Braking also
ensures the immobilisation of a train.”

it is analysed how this goal is propagated to main functions and from main functions, to their
sub-functions in the conventional brake system.
The main brake system functions, described in §3.4.2 of [2], have the following main goals:
-

BSM - Brake System Management:
it has the goal to manage the Brake System initialization and configuration at train
power up or coupling/uncoupling and to manage the operative mode of the Brake
system during operation.

-

SB - Service Brake:
It is used by the driver and technical systems (actors) to apply an adjustable retarding
force to the track (directly or by the wheelset) with the following goals:
- Reduce the speed of the train
- Maintain the speed of the train on a slope
- Immobilize temporary the train at standstill on a certain slope.

-

EB - Emergency Brake:
It is used by the driver and technical systems (actors) to apply a predefined retarding
force to the track (directly or by the wheelset), with the goal to stop the train in a
predetermined distance in line with guaranteed performances considered by
signalling system model

-

PB - Parking Brake:
it is used by the driver and technical systems (actors) to apply a force to the track
(directly or by the wheelset), with the goal to keep the train stationary for an
indeterminate period of time, at a certain load condition, on a certain slope and
without energy available on board

-

LAM - Low Adhesion Management:
it has the goal to maximize the train brake performances in case of reduced adhesion
of the rail which can induce sliding of the wheelset on the track. This function
provides both protection against sliding and increase of the available adhesion
between wheelset and track in low adhesion conditions.
The LAM - Low Adhesion Management main function is a common function for
Service Brake and Emergency Brake, for this reason in the following revision of the
structure done in [3] it became a sub-function.

SAFE4RAIL D4.2
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The sub-functions are described by the title and requirements in §3.4.4 of [2].
As result of [2] , a preliminary list of sub-functions which can be allocated to the innovative
device EDV is identified among the emergency and service brake sub-functions.In [3],
starting from conventional train brake system functional structure, the possible improvement
given by EDV innovative solution is analyzed and a new functional structure is defined
including the new functionalities possible with the implementation of the innovative solution
(see §4.2 of [3]). The final list of sub-functions in charge of EDV is defined.

The brake system functional structure is the following:

BSM - Brake System Management sub-functions
BSM1.
BSM2.

Train topology and brake system integrity
Brake operating modes management
BSM2.1. Service brake management
BSM2.1.1. Service brake normal mode
BSM2.1.2. Service brake degraded mode
BSM2.1.3. Service brake towing mode
BSM2.2. Emergency brake management
BSM2.2.1. Emergency brake normal mode
BSM2.2.2. Emergency brake degraded mode
BSM2.2.3. Emergency brake towing mode

SB - Service brake sub-functions
SB1.

SB2.
SB3.

SB4.
SB5.

Service brake train deceleration request
SB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
SB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition.
Service brake request transmission
Train load calculation
SB3.1.
Load acquisition
SB3.2.
Train load calculation
Train service brake force calculation
Service brake blending
SB5.1.
Detection of the service brake availability of all types of brake
SB5.1.1. Dynamic service brake availability detection
SB5.1.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake availability
detection (ED brake)
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SB5.1.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake
availability detection (Eddy current brake)
SB5.1.2. Friction service brake availability acquisition
SB5.1.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake availability
detection (Disc/tread brake)
SB5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake availability
detection (MTB)
SB5.2.
Train service brake force calculation on different types of brake
SB5.2.1. Train dynamic service brake force calculation
SB5.2.1.1. Train adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
calculation (ED brake)
SB5.2.1.2. Train adhesion independent dynamic service Brake
force calculation (Eddy current brake)
SB5.2.2. Train Friction Service Brake Force Calculation
SB5.2.2.1. Train adhesion dependent friction service brake force
calculation (Disc/tread brake)
SB5.2.2.2. Train adhesion independent friction service brake force
calculation (MTB)
SB5.3.
Train service brake force request on different types of brake
SB5.3.1. Dynamic Service Brake Force Request
SB5.3.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
request (ED brake)
SB5.3.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service Brake force
request (Eddy current brake)
SB5.3.2. Friction Service Brake Force Request
SB5.3.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force
request (Disc/tread brake)
SB5.3.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake force
request (MTB)
SB5.4.
Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force detection
(ED brake).
SB5.5.
Service brake force application
SB5.5.1. Dynamic service brake force generation
SB5.5.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
generation (ED brake)
1. Reference adhesion dependent dynamic service brake
force pilot command generation
2. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake force
application
SB5.5.1.2. Adhesion independent service brake force generation
(Eddy current brake)
1. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake force pilot
command generation
2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake force
application (Eddy current brake)
SB5.5.2. Friction service brake force generation
SB5.5.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force
generation (Disc/tread brake)
SAFE4RAIL D4.2
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SB6.

SB7.
SB8.
SB9.

SB10.

SB11.

SB12.

LAM1

1. Adhesion dependent friction service brake force pilot
command generation
2. Adhesion dependent friction brake force application
SB5.5.2.2. Adhesion independent friction service brake force
generation (MTB)
1. Adhesion independent friction service brake force pilot
command generation
2. Adhesion independent friction brake force application
Service brake energy storing and distribution
SB6.1.
Pneumatic energy storing and distribution
SB6.2.
Electric energy storing and distribution
Holding brake
Service brake Traction cut off
Service brake state and fault detection and indication
SB9.1.
General service brake function state and fault detection and indication
SB9.2.
Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake state and fault detection
and indication (ED brake)
SB9.3.
Adhesion independent dynamic service brake state and fault detection
and indication (Eddy Current brake)
SB9.4.
Adhesion dependent friction service brake state and fault detection and
indication (Disc/tread brake)
SB9.5.
Adhesion independent friction service brake state and fault detection
and indication (MTB)
Service Brake isolation
SB10.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake isolation (ED brake)
SB10.2. Adhesion independent dynamic service brake isolation (Eddy Current)
SB10.3. Adhesion dependent friction service brake isolation (Disc/tread brake)
SB10.4. Adhesion independent friction service brake isolation (MTB)
Energy supply
SB11.1. Service brake high voltage electric energy supply
SB11.2. Service brake low voltage energy supply
SB11.3. Service brake pneumatic energy supply
Service brake kinetic energy transformation
SB12.1. Service brake kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
SB12.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
SB12.1.2. Electric energy recovery
SB12.1.3. Electric energy dissipation
SB12.2. Service brake kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
SB13.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
SB13.1.2. Thermal energy dissipation
Wheel slide protection
LAM1.1 Speed detection
LAM1.2 Adhesion dependent reference brake force reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic reference brake force command
reduction/restoring (ED brake)
LAM1.2.2 Adhesion dependent friction reference brake force command
reduction/restoring (disc/tread brake)
LAM1.2.3 Brake force reduction timeout (watchdog)
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LAM2

Adhesion improvement (Sanding)
LAM2.1 Adhesion improvement request
LAM2.1.1
Adhesion improvement manual request
LAM2.1.2
Adhesion improvement automatic request
LAM2.2 Adhesion improvement manual request transmission
LAM2.3 Adhesion improvement generation
LAM3
Adhesion management state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.1 General adhesion management sub-function state and fault detection
and indication
LAM3.2 Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.3 Adhesion improvement state and fault detection and indication

EB - Emergency brake sub-functions
EB1.

EB2.
EB3.

EB4.
EB5.

Emergency brake train deceleration request
EB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
EB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition.
Emergency brake request transmission
Train load calculation
EB3.1.
Load acquisition
EB3.2.
Train load calculation
Train emergency brake force calculation
Emergency brake blending
EB5.1.
Detection of the emergency brake availability of all types of brake
EB5.1.1. Dynamic emergency brake availability detection
EB5.1.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake
availability detection (ED brake)
EB5.1.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake
availability detection (Eddy current brake)
EB5.1.2. Friction emergency brake availability detection
EB5.1.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
availability detection (Disc/tread brake)
EB5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake
availability detection (MTB)
EB5.2.
Train emergency brake force calculation on different types of brake
EB5.2.1. Train dynamic emergency brake force calculation
EB5.2.1.1. Train adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake
force calculation (ED brake)
EB5.2.1.2. Train adhesion independent dynamic emergency
Brake force calculation (Eddy current brake)
EB5.2.2. Train Friction Emergency Brake Force Calculation
EB5.2.2.1. Train adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
force calculation (disc/tread brake)
EB5.2.2.2. Train adhesion independent friction emergency brake
force calculation (MTB)
EB5.3.
Train emergency brake force request on different types of brakes
EB5.3.1. Dynamic Emergency Brake Force Request
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EB6.

EB7.

EB8.
EB9.

EB5.3.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
request (ED brake)
EB5.3.1.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency Brake
force request (Eddy current brake)
EB5.3.2. Friction Emergency Brake Force Request
EB5.3.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
request (Disc/tread brake)
EB5.3.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake force
request (MTB)
EB5.4.
Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
detection (ED brake).
EB5.5.
Emergency brake force application
EB5.5.1. Dynamic emergency brake force generation
EB5.5.1.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake force
generation (ED brake)
EB5.5.1.1.1. Reference adhesion dependent dynamic
emergency brake force command generation
EB5.5.1.1.2. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency
brake force application
EB5.5.1.2. Adhesion independent emergency brake force
generation (Eddy current brake)
EB5.5.1.2.1. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency
brake force command generation
EB5.5.1.2.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency
brake force application
EB5.5.2. Friction emergency brake force generation
EB5.5.2.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
generation (Disc/tread brake)
EB5.5.2.1.1. Adhesion dependent friction emergency
brake force pilot command generation
EB5.5.2.1.2. Adhesion dependent friction brake force
application
EB5.5.2.2. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake force
generation (MTB)
EB5.5.2.2.1. Adhesion independent friction emergency
brake force command generation
EB5.5.2.2.2. Adhesion independent friction brake force
application
Emergency brake energy storing and distribution
EB6.1.
Pneumatic energy storing and distribution
EB6.2.
Electric energy storing and distribution
Actual Emergency Braking Power Calculation
EB7.1.
Emergency Braking power calculation
EB7.2.
Emergency Braking power indication to driver
EB7.3.
Emergency Braking power transmission to technical systems
Emergency brake Traction cut off
Emergency brake state and fault detection and indication
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EB10.

EB11.

EB12.

LAM1

EB9.1.
General emergency brake function state and fault detection and
indication
EB9.2.
Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake state and fault
detection and indication (ED brake)
EB9.3.
Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake state and fault
detection and indication (Eddy current brake)
EB9.4.
Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake state and fault detection
and indication (Disc/tread brake)
EB9.5.
Adhesion independent friction emergency brake state and fault
detection and indication (MTB)
Emergency Brake isolation
EB10.1. Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake isolation (ED brake)
EB10.2. Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake isolation
(Eddy/current brake)
EB10.3. Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake isolation (Disc/tread
brake)
EB10.4. Adhesion independent friction emergency brake isolation (MTB)
Energy supply
EB11.1. Emergency brake high voltage electric energy supply
EB11.2. Emergency brake low voltage energy supply
EB11.3. Emergency brake pneumatic energy supply
Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation
EB12.1. Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
EB12.1.1. Kinetic energy transformation in electric energy
EB12.1.2. Electric energy recovery
EB12.1.3. Electric energy dissipation
EB12.2. Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
EB12.2.1. Kinetic energy transformation in thermal energy
EB12.2.2. Thermal energy dissipation
Wheel slide protection
LAM1.1 Speed detection
LAM1.2 Adhesion dependent reference brake force reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.1 Adhesion dependent dynamic reference brake force command
reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.2 Adhesion dependent friction reference brake force command
reduction/restoring
LAM1.2.3 Brake force reduction timeout (watchdog)

LAM2

Adhesion improvement
LAM2.1 Adhesion improvement request
LAM2.1.1 Adhesion improvement manual request
LAM2.1.2 Adhesion improvement automatic request
LAM2.2 Adhesion improvement manual request transmission
LAM2.3 Adhesion improvement generation
LAM3
Adhesion management state and fault detection and indication
LAM3.1 General adhesion management sub-function state and fault detection
and indication
LAM3.2 Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication
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LAM3.3

Adhesion improvement state and fault detection and indication

PB - Parking brake sub-functions
PB1.

Parking brake command generation
PB1.1.
Driver request acquisition
PB1.2.
Technical system request acquisition
PB2.
Parking brake train command transmission
PB3.
Parking brake force generation
PB3.1.
By train command
PB3.2.
By local command (manual application)
PB4.
Parking brake energy supply
PB4.1.
Pneumatic energy supply
PB4.2.
Parking brake low voltage electric energy supply
PB5.
Parking brake energy storing and distribution
PB5.1.
Parking pneumatic energy storing and distribution
PB5.2.
Parking electric energy storing and distribution
PB6.
Anti-compound
PB7.
Actual Parking Braking Power Calculation
PB8.
Parking brake state and fault detection and indication
PB8.1.
Parking brake applied status
PB8.2.
Parking brake released status
PB8.3.
Local parking brake state (applied/released/faulty/isolated/no info)
PB9.
Monitoring Parking brake applied at speed detection and speed reduction
request
PB10.
Parking brake manual release
PB11.
Parking brake isolation

ABT - Automatic Brake test sub-functions
ABT1.

Automatic Brake Test request generation
ABT1.1. Driver request acquisition (only in brake test mode)
ABT1.2. Technical system request acquisition (only in brake test mode)
ABT2.
Check of preconditions of brake test
ABT3.
Automatic Brake test commands transmission
ABT4.
Continuity test
ABT4.1. Service brake command continuity
ABT4.2. Emergency brake command continuity
ABT4.3. Parking brake command continuity
ABT5.
Adhesion dependent friction brake test (Disc/tread)
ABT6.
Adhesion independent friction brake test (MTB)
ABT7.
Adhesion dependent dynamic brake systems test (ED brake)
ABT8.
Adhesion independent dynamic brake systems test (Eddy current brake)
ABT9.
Braking power calculation
ABT10.
Pneumatic energy supply test
ABT11.
Wheel Slide Protection test
ABT12.
Adhesion improvement management test
ABT13.
Parking brake test
ABT14.
Driver interfaces Test
ABT14.1. Test of the service brake command (Integrity)
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ABT14.2. Test of the Emergency command (Integrity)
ABT14.3. Test of Parking Brake command (Integrity)
ABT14.4. Test of adhesion improvement command
ABT15.
Optional Functions Test
ABT15.1. Test of Passenger Alarm System (PAS)
ABT15.2. Test of Emergency Brake Override (EBO)
ABT16.
Brake Tests Result Indication
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Chapter 3 Brake system functional
requirements specification
This chapter describes the requirements generation process jointly done by S4R and CTA.

3.1 Requirements sub-set definition
CTA, to reach its scope, identified in §4.3 of [3] the following sub-functions managing the
adhesion dependent friction brake application which are allocated to the EDV device:
SB3

Train load calculation

SB4

Train service brake force calculation

SB5.1.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction service brake availability detection (Disc/tread
brake)

SB5.2

Train service brake force calculation on different types of brake

SB5.3.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction service brake force request (Disc/tread brake)

SB.5.5.2.1.1 Adhesion dependent friction service brake force pilot command generation
SB7

Holding brake

SB9.4

Adhesion dependent friction service brake state and fault detection and
indication (Disc/tread brake)

SB10.3

Adhesion dependent friction service brake isolation (Disc/tread brake)

LAM1

Wheel slide protection

LAM2.1.2

Adhesion improvement automatic request

LAM3.2

Wheel slide protection state and fault detection and indication

EB3

Train load calculation

EB4

Train emergency brake force calculation

EB5.1.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake availability detection (Disc/tread
brake)

EB5.2

Train emergency brake force calculation on different types of brake

EB5.3.2.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force request (Disc/tread brake)

EB5.5.2.1.1

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force pilot command generation

EB9.4

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake state and fault detection and
indication (Disc/tread brake)

EB10.3

Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake isolation (Disc/tread brake)

The above identified set of sub-functions is not enough to arrive to a clear definition of the
EDV requirements.
The EDV sub-functions need information coming from other brake system sub-functions and
technical system as inputs. The content of this information can be described by the
SAFE4RAIL D4.2
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requirements of other sub-functions not allocated to EDV and of involved technical system,
which shall be also generated to have precise understanding of the information meaning.
These additional requirements are the ones completing the global view of the control
process of the adhesion dependent friction brake force and permitting S4R to have all
requirements necessary to reach its objective on the defined scope.
Based on above, for every function/sub-function of the brake system, requirements
relevant for the control of the adhesion dependent brake force (emergency or service)
have been generated.
The definition of all requirements linked to the adhesion dependent friction brake force
provides also the complete flow of events necessary to do a consistent system level safety
analysis, which is described in next Chapter 4
Requirements about PB and ABT functions are intentionally ignored, because they are not
included in the scope.
BSM function requirements are instead considered since they impact the service and
emergency brake management at train level.

3.2 Function interfaces and data information definition
Any data exchanged and used in the functional model, reported as data, information or
paramenter, is specified as a single requirement under the Requirements Classification as
“data”.
The term “parameter” refers to invariant configuration numbers, defined and validated during
dimensioning/design phase.

3.3 Requirements classification
The requirements can be classified depending on the requirements definition phase of the
top down process and on the type of requirements
-

Top – down process:
 System requirements: these are the requirements linked to the system
functionalities, they are the top level requirements
 Architectural requirements: these are the functional requirements which
are propagation of the chosen architecture of the brake system,
implementing the functionalities described by system requirements in a
coherent way
 Technical requirements: these are the requirements propagation of the
system and architectural requirements to devices implementing them. In
S4R project they correspond to Electronic Control (EC) requirements and
they include functional, architectural, technical requirements of electronic
control propagating the above system and architectural requirements
allocated to EC.
This document specifies system requirements only.

-

Type
Requirement types are defined by the content of the requirement:
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a) Functional requirements:
They are requirements describing specific behaviors, what a certain
actor does with certain defined input information. It has always as
result an output which will be an input to other requirements
b) Interface data requirements
The interface data requirement provides a simple and clear definition
of, interface information or parameter being actor input or output of any
requirement to provide common understanding of the requirements
itself (see §3.2 for interface information or parameters requirements).
c) Safety requirements
Requirements are object of safety analysis, providing recommendation
or mandatory requirements.
These requirements are subsequent to requirements definition and
generate a reiteration of the requirements generation process to take
in account them in the system design. Final objective is to transform all
safety requirements into functional requirements

Other types of requirements will be present once that the system design
will deal with the technical aspects: environmental requirements,
dimension requirements, communication requirements, etc.
At this stage all the requirements defined are at the same level, there is noparent/son relation
between them, even if existing.

3.4 Requirements format
Among the attributes proposed in §4.2 of [9] , following one will be used in this document:
-

Requirement ID: automatic code given by Polarion to the requirement

-

Requirement text: requirement description

-

Requirement identification: “speaking” code, parallel to Polarion automatic code,
mentioning the brake system sub-functions which the requirement describes.

-

Requirement classification – Level: in this document all requirements are at System
level

-

Requirement classification – Type: type of requirement among:


Functional



Definition



Safety

-

Main Function: report the main function of brake system at which the requirements
refer to.

-

Rationale: any justification of the requirement or comment

-

Actor: actor in charge of the requirement. The actors can be users, other technical
system of the train, any brake system function or sub-function (see §3.7)
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-

Input information: the input information used to implement the functionality by the
actor

-

Output information: the information which is the output of the requirement.

3.5 Requirements management
Relevant information for the Requirements management process that has been adopted:





requirements are traced as source file in an Excel format ([7]) .
requirements are imported on the requirements manager Polarion to support the
following work to define and link together lower V process level requirements.
a .reqif file format is available for any exportation need.
a word format extraction for key requirements information is attached to this
document ([6]).

3.6 Requirements propagation plan
Requirements reported in this deliverable are :




system level
functional
related to the scope defined in the previous chapters

Future development for the Requirements definition will done according to these V process
steps :





System Architecture
Electronic Control
Electronic Control architecture
Electronic Control Items:
o hardware
o software
o IMP

3.7 Requirements actors
Every requirement is in charge of one and only one of the following possible actors:


Dimensioning (responsible for parameters, see §3.2)



Brake system functions and sub-functions:
o any of the functions/sub-functions listed in Chapter 2



User:
o
o
o
o
o



Driver
Train staff
Brake test operator
Maintenance staff
Preparation service staff

Train Technical system (other than brake system)
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Railway track
Wheel/Wheel set
Traction
Electrical energy supply
Pneumatic energy supply
Passenger Alarm
ATP on board
ATO on board
ETCS on board unit
Odometry
Macrophones and horns
TCMS
GSM/WLAN
Vehicle coupler
Vigilance control on board unit
Driver HMI (displays, Touch and hw buttons)
Diagnostic system
Maintenance tools
Diagnostic tool
Thermostat
Environmental condition
Car Body
Door
Bogie

3.8 Functional requirements definition
The functional requirements are defined working on the following sources:
-

Applicable functional requirements reported in previous S4R document [1] and CTA
document [2]

-

European regulation [1], standards [14] and standard [15] applicable functional
requirements

-

Assumption done in defining the functional structure

-

Assumptions and best practices coming from experience on conventional trains and
oriented to innovative solution

In next paragraphs the assumptions and best practices used in defining the requirements
are described to provide an explanation of the requirements specified formally in [6] and [7].
In §3.8.1 the brake system level base concept used in defining requirements are described,
in §3.8.2 assumptions done for different sub-functions, based on above mentioned concepts
and best practices are resumed.

3.8.1 Brake system base concept
The main function of brake system is defined in §4.2.4.1 (1) of [1]:

“The purpose of the train braking system is to ensure that the train's speed can be reduced
or maintained on a slope, or that the train can be stopped within the maximum allowable
braking distance. Braking also ensures the immobilization of a train”.
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The main function of the brake system is then to generate a force so that a deceleration is
applied at the mass of the train and the train reduces the speed or stops in a certain stopping
distance, or the train is immobilized on a maximum slope.
It means that it is needed: brake request, brake request transmission and brake force
application functionalities. All functionalities are inside these 3 categories of functions
Not only functionalities are involved in requirement definition, but also
-

physical aspects (dynamics and kinematics),

-

dimensioning principles

-

main brake system safety principle

shall be considered in requirements definition.
The three main functions of brake system are then defined by TSI as follow:
- Service brake: “ensures that the train's speed can be reduced or maintained on a
slope” and “ensures the temporary immobilization of the train”
- Emergency brake: “ensures the train can be stopped within the maximum allowable
braking distance”
- Parking brake: “ensures the permanent immobilization of the train”
Note: the immobilisation requirement is divided in temporary and permanent immobilisation
in TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (13)

3.8.1.1 Dynamic and kinematic
In this chapter physical concepts that are described in [19]are considered, adopting a
different formality with the goal to be more understandable.
All the brake requirements turn around these main physical figures:
- Mass (m)
- Slope (i)
- Force (F)
- Deceleration (a)
- Speed (v)
- Space (s)
- Time (t)
Mass, Speed and Slope are the 3 key physical input information by which brake system is
able to control the speed and stop the train in a predefined stopping distance in front of a
brake request.
 Mass measurement is one of the brake system sub-functions
 Train speed measurement is considered an external input of the brake system function
 Slope information:
-

It is optional in service brake, to have a service brake deceleration independent
from the slope.
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-

It is not considered in emergency brake because it is supposed that the longer
stopping distances are considered by signalling

Force, speed, deceleration, space are linked together by physical constraints represented by
dynamics and kinematic of the train.
The forces applied to the train are
•

Braking force

•

Running resistance force

•

Gravity force

In the requirements the forces/deceleration “applied” are the real forces/deceleration applied
at the train
The forces/deceleration “nominal” are the expected forces/deceleration to be applied based
on request
The difference between nominal and applied is the degradation of the force due to degraded
environmental condition (wet pad, sliding) / degraded dissipation condition (high pad/disc
temperature, high rheostat temperature, ...) or failures

Fgrappl
Fgrno
m

Frunres
appl

Frunres
nom

Fbrappl

Mass
DecAppl

Fbrnom

MassMeas
Decreq

Fbrappl
Fgrappl
Frunresappl
Fbrappl
Mass
DecAppl

Fgrnom
Frunresnom
Fbrnom

MassMeas
Decreq

Freddegr

Freddegr

: Gravity force applied
: Running resistance force applied
: Braking force applied
: Train Mass
: Deceleration applied at the train
: Gravity force nominal
: Running resistance force nominal
: Braking Force nominal
: Train mass measured
: Requested deceleration
: Reduction of force due to degraded condition

Rotating mass is considered by piloting to the force generation sub-function SB/EB5.5 a
force equal to the nominal one + the force necessary to brake the rotating mass

Decreq

Fpil
Fnom
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Fpil
Frot
Equiv. MassMeas

: Piloted braking force
: Force braking the rotating mass
: Train equivalent mass measured (measured mass + rotating
equivalent mass)
Note: the rotating mass brake force request is provided by both adhesion dependent type of
forces. The priority is automatically given to dynamic brake by the feedback of dynamic brake
force to friction brake force provided by sub-function SB/EB5.4 (see §3.8.2.5 last sentences)
Constraints are present:
- Mass: running order mass< mass < maximum mass
- Slope: 0 < slope < maximum slope of the line
- Speed: 0 < speed < max speed of the train
- Deceleration: maximum limits applicable by brake system (linked to limit of forces on
the tracks), contractual limits, operational limits (adjustability, minimum value
acceptable), maximum jerk
- Force: maximum force applicable by brake system dimensioning constraints,
maximum force applicable due to adhesion limits, force availability.
The constraints can be speed dependent.
The kinematic of the train is given by the formulas provided by following formula in case of
constant deceleration in every speed interval:
+
Where
S
: stopping distance
: initial speed
: equivalent time
: deceleration in the speed interval n+1
: initial speed in the speed interval n+1
: final speed in the speed interval n+1
If a linearly variable deceleration is considered the formula can be the following

Where

3.8.1.2 Brake force types
The brake force is obtained by the single or contemporary application of the 4 types of
forces:
- Adhesion dependent dynamic brake
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- Adhesion independent dynamic brake
- Adhesion dependent friction brake
- Adhesion independent friction brake
Where adhesion dependent are the forces transmitted to the rail by the wheels
Emergency brake can use all 4 types
Service brake can use the first 3 types
Parking brake can use friction types
The adhesion dependent friction brake force is supposed to be piloted by pneumatic energy
(conventional solution).
All forces are linked together by dimensioning constraints on:
- Adhesion
- Performances
- Forces
- Energy

3.8.1.3 Brake dimensioning constraints
3.8.1.3.1 Adhesion
The adhesion dependent brakes are linked together by the wheel rail adhesion limits.
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Figure 1 – TSI Adhesion limits

3.8.1.3.2 Service brake performances constraints
The service brake request is a deceleration request (speed regulation), having the following
characteristics:
-

mass independent: at same request same performance with different mass

-

speed dependent: at same request the performance can be different at
different speed
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-

slope dependent: at same request different performance with different slope
(optionally independent with slope external information available)

-

failures independent: at same request, same performance achieved in
nominal or degraded condition (until the dimensioning and blending rules
permit it)

-

environmental/dissipation condition dependent: at same request, the
performances are different at different environmental/dissipation condition

The service brake performance is then a deceleration, but defined by a range:
•
•

low deceleration: operational constraint
high deceleration operational and LCC constr.

For every request of service brake the deceleration shall stay inside a predefined range of
deceleration.
The range is defined by two «parameters», representing the deceleration limits for maximum
service brake request (100%):
•
•

Max Service brake low deceleration
Max Service brake high deceleration
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Minimum deceleration

Figure 2 –Maximum service brake deceleration range (example)

Intermediate deceleration request limits are defined proportionally.
Force is defined consequently considering the train mass measured
In nominal condition the performances are at the high, if failures happen the blending logic
maintain the high performances until it is possible by available force, then the deceleration
start to decrease till to reach the low performances. Below the low the train cannot run.
The low deceleration limit can be 0, it is a design choice.

3.8.1.3.3 Emergency brake performances constraints
The emergency brake request is the request to stop the train in a guaranteed stopping
distance on level track. It has the following characteristics:
•
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•

speed dependent: the guaranteed stopping distance is different at
different initial speed

•

Slope dependent: the guaranteed stopping distance is different with
different slope

•

worst single failure tolerant: the guaranteed stopping distance is
fulfilled also with the worst single failure happening during emergency
brake

•

Degraded environmental/dissipation condition independent: the
guaranteed stopping distance is fulfilled also with Degraded
environmental/dissipation condition

The emergency brake performance is then a stopping distance.
The emergency performance is defined by a new braking power concept.
This braking power concept joins the brake mass percentage concept still often used for
train < 200 km/h and the guaranteed deceleration concept that was introduced to manage
high speed trains.
As the braked mass and the mass of the train define the brake mass percentage which, by
formula on UIC544-1 leaflet, permit to calculate the nominal stopping distance of the train
and the ratio between the braked mass and the mass of the train univocally identify the
stopping distance, the new concept permit to do the same, but using instead of mass and
braked mass and brake mass percentage the following information:
-

Maximum equivalent time
Nominal maximum deceleration
Braking power

The braking power is the ratio between the guaranteed deceleration and the nominal
maximum deceleration.
-

-

Guaranteed deceleration: deceleration guaranteed by emergency brake according
tests and dimensioning evaluation in following condition.
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass
- with worst single failure happening during braking and active isolation
- with worst degraded environmental condition/dissipation condition
Nominal maximum deceleration: nominal deceleration of the train according tests by
the emergency brake in following condition:
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass
- without any failure and isolation,
- without degraded environmental condition/dissipation condition

Fgrappl

Frunres
appl

Decappl

Fbrguar<Fbrappl< Fbrnom

Mass

Fbrnom
Fbrappl
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The guaranteed deceleration is the deceleration, proportional to the maximum one, which
has at any speed a deceleration value lower than the one measured during test or evaluated
by dimensioning in degraded condition.
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Figure 3 – Guaranteed deceleration (example)

The braking power permits to define the guaranteed stopping distance(emergency
performances) by the formula above mentioned using the below parameters:
• Maximum equivalent time
• Maximum emergency brake deceleration
Braking power is mass independent: it is defined by the «nominal maximum deceleration»
parameter, which is defined at maximum mass. If the brake system has an emergency
braking force control managing the mass, same deceleration is obtained also with minimum
mass. If the mass is not managed, the deceleration is for sure higher. In both cases the
maximum stopping distances requested are achieved
Braking power is speed independent: it doesn’t change with the speed. The speed
dependency of the performances is given by the «nominal maximum deceleration»
parameter.
Braking power is slope independent: the slope information is considered by signalling
which take care of it in its braking model
The braking power is directly linked to the isolation status.
Braking power changes when brake force is permanently isolated.
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The braking power calculation is in charge of BSM function, which has under control all type
of brakes forces.
Note 1: it could be also possible to have braking power dynamic definition, based on real brake force
available, but it would be a strong exported requirement to signalling technical system
Note 2: the service brake performance concept and the braking power concept are performance
concept similar to existing ones. This is a consequence of the decision taken to not follow the
deceleration closed loop control technical choice for the reference brake system for the EDV.

3.8.1.3.4 Other constraints on performances
Other dimensioning constraints are considered as well in requirements by proper
parameters:
– Maximum Slope
–

Maximum Speed

–

Minimum mass

–

Maximum mass

–

Maximum jerk

–

Maximum deceleration (force limit for the track/passenger safety)

The maximum speed is the maximum speed permitted by the brake system. The value is
defined at dimensioning level, and univocally linked to braking power value:
-

in nominal condition nominal maximum train speed is possible;
with isolation active the speed is limited by energy dissipation constraints.

The speed limitation is demanded to ETCS (which can have braking power or equivalent
information as input).
Failures in the signals of mass, speed and (optionally) slope would not permit to define the
braking force. Further parameters are foreseen:
–

Default train mass

–

Default track slope

–

Default train speed

The values of above parameter for mass and speed shall be defined by dimensioning/safety
analysis. Track slope has influence only on service brake, so the default value is 0.

3.8.1.3.5 Different brake types forces dimensioning constraints
The dimensioning of the different type of brake defines the maximum force that each of them
can apply.
The maximum force value is a parameter which can be speed dependent (also dissipation
temperature and line voltage dependent for dynamic brake).
It is economically not useful to over dimension the brake system, but it is safe to have a
certain margin on the available force to guarantee the performances.
The general dimensioning principle considered is that the maximum emergency brake
force (by which the nominal maximum deceleration described in §3.8.1.3.3 is obtained) is
provided by:
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- 100% adhesion independent brakes forces (dynamic and friction)
- 100% adhesion dependent dynamic brake force
- < 100% of the adhesion independent friction brake.
The dimensioning principle considered for adhesion dependent friction brake minimum force
is the following:
- necessary force to reach the emergency brake maximum deceleration with the
contemporary application of 100% of both adhesion independent brakes and the
minimum force guaranteed by the adhesion dependent dynamic brake
The above assumptions are based on following assumption about safety of the different
types of brakes:
- Both adhesion independent brake and adhesion dependent friction brake are
considered safe, i.e inexhaustible as defined in §3.8.1.4.3.
- Adhesion dependent dynamic brake is considered not safe or only a portion of its
maximum force is safe, the so called minimum force guaranteed.
This is why the sub-functions “SB/EB5.4 - Achieved adhesion dependent dynamic
service/emergency brake force” is foreseen: to provide the information necessary to manage
the compensation of eventually missing adhesion dependent dynamic brake force.
If the adhesion dependent dynamic brake guaranteed force is null, the adhesion dependent
friction brake shall apply the whole adhesion dependent force..
The adhesion dependent friction brake force not used in nominal condition (i.e. with 100% of
adhesion dependent dynamic brake force achieved) represents the over-dimensioning.
Considering that the adhesion dependent friction brake is in charge of holding brake, the
holding brake dimensioning force represent the lowest dimensioning value for the adhesion
dependent friction brake force.

3.8.1.3.6 Energy dimensioning constraints
The energy supply (pneumatic and electric) shall provide the energy to guarantee the braking
force application functions. It means that following parameters shall be defined by
dimensioning and considered in requirements:
-

Minimum pressure

-

Minimum air delivery

-

Minimum Voltage

-

Minimum current

The energy supply shall be limited by the maximum power acceptable by braking force
application functions. Other parameters to be considered:
-

Maximum pressure

-

Maximum air delivery

-

Maximum voltage

-

Maximum current

The friction brake dissipation capacity is part of the dimensioning of energy dissipation
devices of friction brake. No functions are normally considering about energy dissipation
control.
An optional function is in any case foreseen, detecting the dissipation temperature (disc
and/or pads temperature), to monitor any deterioration in the capacity of the brake to
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dissipate the energy (for example by brake duty cycle above the one considered in
dimensioning).
This function is only for service brake, to manage a better deceleration regulation. The brake
dimensioning shall guarantee a safe energy dissipation in emergency.

3.8.1.4 Main safety requirements
The safety requirements are the outcome of the safety analysis (see Chapter 4). The
following are the main safety requirements that are normally considered already during
design phase, before any safety analysis. Other requirements are also considered, referring
to safety requirements indication in [1] and [14].

3.8.1.4.1 Continuity
Standard [14] defines the brake system continuity property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be continuous: all brakes in the train shall be capable of being
applied from a single control point, normally in the operational cab”
At functional level the continuity is intended as continuity of transmission of the brake request
from actors to the force application sub-functions.
The sub-functions involved in continuity are
SB1/EB1 - Brake request
SB2/EB2 - Brake request transmission
SB3-SB4/EB3-EB4 – Train brake mass and force calculation are considered part of the force
application sub-functions
The loss of continuity causes an automatic brake application by the service and emergency
force application sub-functions, to avoid that the train cannot be braked.

3.8.1.4.2 Automaticity
Standard [14]defines the brake system automaticity property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be automatic: each individual brake type or combinations of them
shall operate automatically, i.e. in the event of an unintentional train separation (train integrity
lost), the brakes on the two parts of the train shall apply, bring the train to a standstill and
keep it in the same position until released by other intentional operations.)”
A train integrity information is necessary to manage the train separation. This information
could be assimilated to the continuity information, because a separated train is also a not
continuous train. But a not continuous train could not be separated.
To guarantee an independency between the two functionalities it is preferred to consider the
two information independent.
When a train is separated causes an automatic permanent brake application by the
emergency brake force calculation sub-function EB4, to guarantee the stopping of both train
parts and guaranteed immobilization.

3.8.1.4.3 Inexhaustibility
Standard [14]defines the brake system inexhaustibility property with the following sentence:
“The brake system shall be inexhaustible: the braking energy available shall be adequate to
attain full brake force:
–

at all times during the train journey

–

under all track conditions.”

This is obtained by:
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-

Proper dimensioning of energy store
Pneumatic pressure and electric voltage monitoring
Pneumatic energy “leakages” limitation (electric energy “leakages are not considered
because guaranteed sufficiently by passive protection, ie isolation)

The reaction to a loss of inexhaustibility is a brake application by emergency brake.
The brake application is automatic at adhesion dependent friction brake force application
level in case of loss of electric energy (by EB5.5), it is demanded to BSM in case of loss of
pneumatic energy.
The inexhaustibility is linked to the safety level of the brake forces. Only if a force is
inexhaustible (the force is available “at all times during the train journey”) its amount can be
used in the guaranteed emergency brake performance calculation. Refer to §3.8.1.3.3.
They must be always guaranteed. If not the train cannot move.
Note: continuity and inexhaustibility are at the base of the hazard scenario described in §4.2.4.2.2 of
TSI.

3.8.1.4.4 Running capability
For running capability is intended
- the capacity of the brake system of the train to guarantee the resistance to the fire for
at least 15 minutes without undue application of the brake due to the fire.
This is obtained by passive protection, giving the proper fire resistance to brake
system components. These requirements are part of the technical requirements, not
scope of this document
-

the capacity of brake system to eventually release requested brake application when
it is safer to not stop the train (bridge, tunnel, fire present outside the train, …)
These requirements are part of external technical system which are providing brake
requests (ERTMS/ATP, Vigilance, Passenger Alarm, etc), and are not part of this
document’s scope

-

The capacity of the brake system to react to automatic brake application due to major
fault (safe state) which could impact the energy dissipation or in general the safe
functionality of the brake system.
This functionality is internal to the brake system.
Requirements are defined (see below Safe state), managed by BSM, which permits
to release automatically the service brake and emergency brake when considered
necessary

-

The capacity of brake system to enable, by proper voluntary action of the driver,
degraded service and emergency brake request control functions permitting to apply
and release the brake after failure of the main brake request generation and
transmission functions (generally known as back-up brake or depannage mode).
The sub-functions BSM2.1.2 and BSM2.2.2 are dedicated to this
Requirements about these functionality by BSM are not developed because not in the
scope of EDV.

3.8.1.4.5 Major fault
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A major fault is a fault which consequence can be a brake performances (as intended at
§3.8.1.3.2 and §3.8.1.3.3) lower than expected or impact the safety of the train.
Any fault which has not the major fault characteristics is a minor fault

3.8.1.4.6 Safe state
Every major fault can generate a different reaction by the brake system
The reaction is managed at train level (BSM) and at force application level.
The train level has a higher priority, because shall be able to recover unsafe situation
provided by force application functions major faults.
The reaction by BSM can be apply emergency brake or service brake or reduce the speed or
release the brake which is applied due to major fault.
The definition is part of the safety analysis. In the requirements the reaction to major fault is
generally not specified.
A remote release function is provided in service brake and emergency brake isolation subfunctions, allowing BSM remote release command to take the control of the brake force in
failure. The BSM command effect is then enabled only by the presence of a major fault.
Emergency brake remote release is enabled only if:
-

there is not emergency brake: in emergency brake has no sense not using the force
eventually automatically applied due to major fault.

-

for one major fault only: the guaranteed emergency performances are single fault
tolerant and the remote release on more than one fault would put the train in a
condition to have no more the performance guaranteed.

When any type of brake force application has lost its control its own safe state shall be
applied, where the definition of the safe state depends from the type of force (if it is simple to
apply a force without control) and the consequence of the safe state application.
The safe state of adhesion dependent friction brake control is the brake application
because priority is given to the apply condition being present the remote release and the
force application is pneumatically piloted, so it is simple to be applied automatically. The
automatic application is done by SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 functions.
The concept of remote release covers the need to satisfy the train safety requirement of
running capability, because it allow to release undue brake application due to major fault.
The remote release cannot remove the request of brake, but only the application of force
applied consequently to a major fault.

3.8.2 System, main functions and sub-functions requirements definition
For the definition of the requirements the top down process described in Chapter 2 for the
functional structure is again applied, starting from Brake system functional requirements and
propagating them to the main functions and from there to the sub-functions.
Each sub-functions name synthetizes the general requirement of the sub-function.
The first requirement is then describing it in a more extensive way. The following ones
propagate the consequence of:
-

the first requirements
standards/norms requirements considered relevant
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-

basic concept above described (physics, dimensioning, safety)
other requirements at upper level which has to be propagated to the lower one
other sub-functions requirements which output information have an impact on the
functionality

a) Service brake main requirements:
The service brake shall apply an adjustable deceleration to the train proportional to the
request received by actors or brake system internal function BSM with the following goals:
- Reduce the speed of the train
- Maintain the speed of the train on a slope
- Immobilize temporary the train
Service brake is enabled by BSM, if brake configuration is successful and only one driver’s
desk is enabled.
In case of “undue” service brake request the only way to remove the service brake request is
to activate the degraded mode by BSM, which requirements are not developed (an example
can be the activation of back-up brake controller).
b) Emergency brake main requirements:
The emergency brake is the system function used by the users and technical systems
(actors) to apply predefined retarding force to the track (directly or by the wheelset) with the
following goal:
-

to stop the train in the guaranteed stopping distance

Emergency brake function is always active with train power on (because it is the main safety
related brake function)
Emergency brake can be released only if the request is removed (the emergency brake
request has the highest priority). In case of “undue” emergency brake request the only way to
remove the emergency request is to activate the degraded mode by BSM, which
requirements are not developed (an example of emergency brake degraded mode on
conventional train is safety loop bypass in case of safety loop major fault).
Service and Emergency brake are managed as autonomous functions, each of them with
their proper requirements and dedicated information. This guarantees the functions
independency.
The only constraints fixed are:



Service brake deceleration shall be lower of Emergency brake deceleration at any
speed
Service brake force shall not be applied in case emergency brake force is applied

3.8.2.1 Brake request functions (SB1/EB1)
The service brake demand is provided by all actors and transformed into a request.
The service brake request is the maximum request among the ones received by actors.
The service brake request to brake force application functions is a percentage of maximum
deceleration request.
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The reasons are:
•

Clear and friendly user identification of the request level

•

One single request for the whole speed range (the differences in deceleration request
with the speed are managed by the maximum deceleration request parameter)

The requirements suppose that the brake and traction request are provided by the same
information, to have an interlock between traction and brake, as alternative independent
signals can be considered. In this case a logic to manage contemporary traction and brake
request has to be defined.
The user also provides the train direction information to brake system for roll back protection
function done by holding brake.
The emergency brake demand is an on/off information by different actors.
The emergency brake request is activated in presence of any demand.

3.8.2.2 Brake request transmission (SB2/EB2)
This sub-function has the main goal to represent the link between brake request and brake
application, being in charge of the continuity property of the brake request.

3.8.2.3 Train mass calculation (SB3/EB3)
This function provides to any train function the mass of the train (and equivalent mass).
The mass calculation is done elaborating information coming from the bogie about car body
load and adding relevant predefined mass of bogie (and rotating mass to have equivalent
mass).
The acquisition of the load is done when the doors are closed or when the speed goes above
3 km/h.
This function is in charge to fix default nominal mass in case of not valid input information of
the load of the car body.

3.8.2.4 Brake force calculation (SB4/EB4)
This function is the link between the brake request and the brake force application.
It transforms the deceleration request into a nominal force to be applied at the train, via the
mass, speed, slope (optional) information and the evaluation of the running resistance
external force.
For the service brake it calculates the maximum and minimum force to be applied to define
the range of acceptable forces which represent the nominal performances.
It is in charge to fix default nominal force in case of not valid input information of mass, speed
and slope to have always a brake force definition.
It is in charge of guarantee the reaction to the loss of continuity of service brake.
The reaction to the loss of train integrity is an emergency brake function.

3.8.2.5 Blending (SB5/EB5)
Blending function shall apply the train braking force requested by SB4/EB4 by the 4 types (3
in service) of braking forces.
The different type of forces applied shall be always coherent, their sum shall fit with the train
nominal force request.
This is done by the availability information management (SB/EB5.1) and by defining a priority
in applying the forces (SB/EB5.2).
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A non valid availability information can generate a not defined situation, with consequent not
coherent force distribution and lost control of the train braking force application. A major fault
is generated in case of not valid availability information and in case of not valid information
both sender and receiver shall adopt the same default availability status information, so that
blending rules remain coherent.
The brake system base concepts constraints are considered, which means to consider:
- Limit of the forces to the maximum according dimensioning (including tolerances)
- Limit of the adhesion dependent forces to not overcome the maximum adhesion
- Guarantee the minimum performance by management of the failures
Nominal dimensioning of the system permit to have the expected performances without
reaching the adhesion limits.
Blending logics can be managed by:
- a central function controlling all type of brakes
- the functions controlling each type of brake, each of them implementing the same
blending logic, to have coherent force distribution.
Second option is considered.
The reason is to have the maximum number of functionality inside EDV. This was also the
driving principle in defining the sub-functions in charge of EDV.
The failure management is done considering that the failures of the not safe type of force
(adhesion dependent dynamic brake) is compensated by adhesion dependent friction brake
force.
The compensation of the failure of dynamic brake is done in functions SB/EB5.3.2.1, using
the information of achieved adhesion dependent dynamic brake information by SB/EB5.4.
Note: In a conventional direct brake system the output of functions SB/EB5.3.2.1 is the output
pressure of EP-module piloting the relay valve.

The functions SB/EB5.5 generate the braking force to the rail.
“SB/EB5.5.2.1 Adhesion dependent friction brake force generation” functions are split in two
parts to permit the integration of the LAM sub-function, which scope is to reduce or hold the
brake force to avoid sliding.
SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 generate a pilot command to “SB/EB5.5.2.1.2 Adhesion dependent friction
brake force application” which effect, without LAM intervention, is the application at the train
of the requested force. In case of sliding the LAM function reduce the pilot command and the
applied force is reduced. The force is increased of the amount necessary to brake the
rotating mass (see §3.8.1.1).
The feedback of achieved dynamic brake force gives the priority to dynamic brake in braking
the rotating mass. Considering that dynamic brake is braking the rotating mass as well (same
functionalities are supposed eve if requirement are not written), the achieved force read by
SB/EB5.4 will be higher than the nominal one, so the friction brake force is reduced of the
same amount, which means that the rotating mass are braked by dynamic brake.
The SB5.5.2.1.1 function has also the goal to monitor the energy supply and the force
applied, in order to generate the major faults in case of situation out of the dimensioning
tolerances or functionalities. Dragging brake monitoring and safe state automatic brake force
application (see §3.8.1.4.6) is piloted by this function.
Note: In a conventional brake system the output of functions SB/EB5.5.2.1.1 is the output pressure of
relay valve and the SB/EB5.5.2.1.2 function is done by the cylinder. In between there is the LAM1
function which is WSP.
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3.8.2.5.1 Service brake
The SB5 sub-functions have following sources of service brake force request:
- Train brake nominal force received by SB4
- Holding brake request by SB7
- Major faults reaction by the sub-functions itself
- service brake not enabled status: in this case a predefined brake force is applied.
The availability of each type of service brake force is defined by elaborating following
information:
- the isolation status (permanent isolation),
- the remote release status
- the dimensioning constraints parameters (maximum forces)
- the train speed received by Odometry.
- the actual dissipation capacity (optional, temperature detected by dissipation
monitoring functions)
Taking in account the remote release status information, the blending logic automatically
increase the request to other following force types and the deceleration request for
service brake can be fully achieved, also in case of more than one failures.
The train speed is necessary to follow the speed dependency of the maximum
deceleration parameter described in §3.8.1.3.2.
The minimum service brake performances shall be guaranteed by adhesion dependent brake
only (dynamic and friction ). They are the two type of forces always present on conventional
train. It take in account also the possibility that the adhesion independent dynamic service
brake force could be inhibited in certain part of the lines to avoid overheating of the track (for
example if all trains brake on the same point).
If the minimum pneumatic energy supply pressure is not achieved the availability of
adhesion dependent friction service brake is set to the minimum value permitted. It is given
priority to the availability of the brake (the inexhaustibility is supposed to be guaranteed by
emergency brake). Even if there is the possibility that the service brake is not able to stay in
the range defined by the brake request, considering that the adhesion dependent friction
brake is the last type of brake to be applied, a limitation of its availability could have no effect.
The fixing of the availability to the minimum force permit to continue the management of the
blending by all type of forces inside the expected values, and only in the moment that the
performances goes out of the expected range an impact of the train operation can happen.
The blending logics can be several (see [14] §5.9.1). In requirements following is considered:
- the priority is given to dynamic brake and then to friction brakes: LCC benefits
because dynamic brake are wear-less
 Inside dynamic brakes, the first priority is given to adhesion dependent brake
because it is a regenerative brake, transforming the kinetic energy in electric
energy (LCC benefit).
 Inside friction brakes, the adhesion dependent brake only is used, in line with
conventional solution (there is not operational and economical benefit to use
adhesion independent brake in service)
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The function SB5.2 defines the brake nominal force for every type of brake starting from SB4
train force request.
The function “SB5.3.2.1 Adhesion dependent friction brake force request” considered in
addition to the output of SB5.2 the holding brake request, manages the fading between
traction and brake at train start and manage adhesion dependent dynamic brake failure.

3.8.2.5.2 Emergency brake
The emergency brake application sub-functions can have following sources of emergency
brake force request:
- Train brake nominal force received by EB4
- Major faults reaction by application functions: generally not defined in requirements,
except certain cases
The availability of each type of service brake force is defined by elaborating following
information:
- the isolation status (permanent isolation),
- the dimensioning constraints (maximum forces)
- the train speed.
The remote release information is NOT considered. The guaranteed emergency
performances are defined by the braking power (see §3.8.1.3.3), which is defined by
permanent isolation status. If remote release status information would be considered, an
additional limitation to the force would be introduced respect the ones considered by braking
power and a lower nominal brake force would be requested. But the guaranteed
performances are obtained if the dimensioning nominal force is requested.
To avoid this incoherence between brake force availability and braking power, remote
release status shall be considered and only one major fault is allowed to use the remote
release in emergency brake (if two remote release are active the train exit from the condition
of single fault tolerance).
The availability of adhesion dependent friction brake force is set to 0 if the minimum
pneumatic energy supply pressure is not achieved (inexhaustibility). This situation generate
also a major fault. The application of the failed force is inhibited in case of low pressure. The
emergency brake single fault tolerant, the missing application of force correspondent to a
single failure is already considered in guaranteed performances and it is preferred not to
introduce an availability value that is not possible to guarantee.
The blending logics of EB5.2 is:
- The first priority is given to adhesion independent brake and then to adhesion
dependent: in emergency the performances are more important than LCC.
- Inside both adhesion independent and dependent brake, the first priority is given to
dynamic brake because it is regenerative and/or wear-less (LCC benefit).

3.8.2.6 Energy store (SB6/EB6)
These functions provide for a sufficient time to SB/EB the pneumatic and electric energy to
permit the correct regulation of service brake force by different types of brakes.
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As general approach it is supposed that all the type of brake force need both type of energy,
even if in the reality not all are using pneumatic energy to control or apply the brake force.
The requirements are all dimensioning one because they are the voltage/current/pressure/air
flow maximum and minimum limits and storing capacity to fulfill the dimensioning constraints
of different type of force and the inexhaustibility requirements.

3.8.2.7 Holding brake (SB7)/Braking power calculation(EB7)
3.8.2.7.1 Holding brake (SB7)
The holding brake is the temporary immobilisation brake. It is applied automatically by
adhesion dependent friction brake. For this reason is one of the EDV sub-functions
The holding brake function generates the holding brake request signal. The application and
release of the holding brake force is in charge of the function SB5.3.2.1.
The holding brake force definition consider the maximum mass to be immobilized because
the train mass can change during the immobilisation.
It is activated automatically when the train stop and released when the door are closed and
locked and the traction is activated.
Considering that not always traction is inhibited when door are not closed and locked, in
alternative to the door closed and locked signal the release is possible when the speed is
greater than 0 in the correct train direction.
It is possible for the driver to inhibit the holding brake function via BSM2.1.2 sub-function.
Holding brake has the optional functionality of roll back protection: in case the train roll back
an automatic predefined brake force is applied (for example emergency brake force). This
requires the detection of the wheel rotation direction

3.8.2.7.2 Braking power calculation (EB7)
EB7 calculate the train braking power based on dimensioning and permanent isolation status
of different types of brakes
This sub-function is a central function, so is in charge of BSM main function (it could be
included in BSM, like ABT, see below §3.8.2.16).

3.8.2.8 Traction cut-off (SB8/EB8)
Traction cut off is a function demanded to other system then brake system:
-

TCMS
Traction system

The brake system provides to this function the brake request, which is the trigger for traction
cut off.

3.8.2.9 State and fault detection and indication (SB9/EB9)
3.8.2.9.1 Service brake
The service brake function has following level of states:
- Train level
o Applied or released
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-

-

Brake request level (SB1 and SB2)
o Enabled/Disabled
o Nominal: no major fault active on SB1 andSB2
o Faulty: SB1 or/and SB2 sub-functions major fault active (continuity lost)
o Degraded: in case the driver enabled the degraded mode (see §.3.8.2)
Brake application level (SB5)
For every type of brake
 Applied or Released
 Faulty: any major fault active
 Isolated: percentage of the maximum force which is not available (due
to remote OR permanent isolation).

3.8.2.9.2 Emergency brake
The emergency brake function has following level of states:
- Train level
o Applied or released
- Brake request level
o Nominal: no major fault active on EB1/EB2
o Faulty: EB1 or/and EB2 sub-functions major fault (continuity lost)
o Degraded: in case the driver enabled the degraded mode (see also §3.8.2).
- Brake application level
For every type of brake
 Applied or Released
 Faulty: any major fault active
 Isolated: percentage of the maximum force which is not available (due
to permanent isolation only)
The brake load calculation SB3/EB3 sub-function have following states:
o Enabled/Disabled: the load calculation is enabled if the service brake system
is correctly initialized and no major faults are present on SB3/EB3 subfunctions
o Faulty: any major fault on SB3/EB3

3.8.2.10 Isolation (SB10, EB10)
There are two type of isolation:
-

permanent isolation: voluntary action by the driver, removing the braking energy
permanently

-

remote release: automatic action by BSM2.1.1 (service brake) or BSM2.2.1
(emergency brake) removing the force applied due to major fault

SB10 and EB10 provide the actuation of both type of isolation, each one for its own function.
The command of remote release is in charge of BSM, the command of permanent release
can be manual or electrical. In case of electrical a further function is required to BSM: to
receive the permanent isolation demand by the driver and command the permanent isolation
execution to SB10/EB10.
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Only permanent isolation is considered in braking power calculation and emergency brake
force availability calculation.
Both permanent isolation and remote release is considered in service brake force availability
calculation
This function provide the permanent isolation status to diagnostic and other functions using it
(blending), while the remote release status is provided by BSM.

3.8.2.11 Energy supply (SB11/EB11)
The energy supply is intended as the portion of the train technical systems supplying electric
and pneumatic energy supplying the energy to brake system. Practically these are functions
of external technical system (Air supply production and distribution, Battery charger and low
voltage energy distribution)
They supply of energy the energy stores described in 3.8.2.6.
These sub-functions have no impacts on the scope, so no requirements are defined.

3.8.2.12 Kinetic energy transformation (SB12/EB12)
The adhesion dependent friction brake uses the friction as physical phenomena to transform
the kinetic energy into thermal energy. This transformation is a thermodynamic
transformation fundamental for the generation of the brake force, but not involving EDV.
Requirements about this functionality are then limited to the minimum.
The few requirements present regards the optional function to detect the temperature
generated by the dissipation (see §3.8.1.3.6).

3.8.2.13 Wheel slide protection (LAM1)
The wheel slide protection is a sub-function of both SB and EB.
It operates on the force generation process, with the characteristics that it can only hold or
reduce the brake force applied by SB and EB. WSP cannot increase the nominal force
applied by the EB and SB.
The effect of WSP intervention on brake system dimensioning is inside the guaranteed
stopping distance concept described in §3.8.1.3.3 (degradation of performances due to
environmental condition).
WSP is not included in S4R scope, even if CTA is including in EDV functionalities, because
it is a supplementary functionality that, even if safety related, is not strictly necessary for the
demonstration of applicability of IMP to brake system control. It is a sleeping function during
normal operation of the train, which is activated only in case of low adhesion management. It
means that WP4 scope is to demonstrate that the IMP can be used for the control of the
brake system for the operation of the train with nominal condition of the rail. If IMP is capable
to manage the brake safety functions for the nominal rail condition it will be able to manage
also the brake functions with the rail degraded condition, implementing the related additional
requirements.

3.8.2.14 Parking brake (PB)
Parking brake requirements are not developed because they are not included in the scope.

3.8.2.15 Brake system management (BSM)
3.8.2.15.1
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BSM1 sub-function manages the Brake System initialization and configuration at train power
up or coupling/uncoupling.
The brake system integrity is detected by the collection of the self-test results done by each
main function. The function checks the consistency between the brake configuration detected
by self-test results and train configuration received by TCMS. If it is coherent, it enables the
service brake.

3.8.2.15.2

Brake operating mode management (BSM2)

The requirements of this sub-function are defined developing the requirement of the service
and emergency brake ones. Every time a control/monitoring by a central train function is
necessary to manage fault or degraded condition a BSM2 function has been defined.
Several functions are related to remote release
BSM monitor the correct release, in independent way from SB5/EB5 because it releases and
re-applies the brake by its own command
BSM2 optionally provides permanent isolation remote command (in the case SB10 and/or
EB10 have the functionality of electrical permanent isolation).

3.8.2.16 Automatic brake test (ABT)
ABT requirements are not developed because they are not included in the scope. The only
requirements are the command of WSP test start to be provided to LAM sub-function to
perform the WSP test during ABT
ABT requirements are defined by safety analysis
ABT could be a sub-function of BSM
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Chapter 4 Safety analysis
This chapter provides the results obtained by the Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA)
developed for the Brake system.
According to what is stated in the D4.3 “Brake by wire - Test and Validation planning and
Hazard Log” ([4]), the main purposes of the PHA are the following:
-

to identify any (functional) deviation from the normal behaviour of the Brake system
which might lead the interfaced subsystems to a condition contrary to safety;

-

to complete the preliminary collection the “high level” hazardous scenarios related to
the Brake system operation;

-

to specify all the measures required to assure the safe functional operation of the
Brake system, and reduce risks to an acceptable level.

The activity aims at completing the preliminary hazards identification and risk assessment
developed within the CONNECTA project.
The following paragraphs provide:
-

A summary of the main input considered during the PHA (see §4.1).

-

A description of the methodology adopted to develop the PHA (see §4.2).

-

A summary of the main results obtained by the PHA (see §4.3).

The results coming from the PHA developed for the Brake system are collected into an Excel
file ([8]).

4.1 Input information
4.1.1 Brake system functional model
The analysis is based on the definitions of the functions implemented by the Brake system,
provided in the previous chapters.
Table 1 provides the list of the Brake system’s functions which are singularly analysed during
this PHA. They are a subset of the functions identified in the Chapter 2; specifically:
-

The first level of decomposition is considered for the BSM, EB and SB main functions.

-

The LAM main function is not analysed, because no requirements are specified.

-

The remaining ABT and PB main functions are analysed without considering their
further decomposition.

The analysis takes as reference the definitions of functions provided in §3.8.
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ID

Functions singularly analysed

BSM1

Train topology and Brake system integrity

BSM2

Manage brake operating modes.

ABT

Automatic Brake Test

PB

Parking Brake

EB1

Emergency brake train deceleration request

EB2

Emergency brake request transmission

EB3

Train load calculation

EB4

Train Emergency brake force calculation

EB5

Emergency brake blending

EB6

Emergency brake energy storing and distribution

EB7

Actual Emergency Braking Power Calculation

EB8

Emergency brake Traction cut off

EB9

State and fault detection and indication

EB10

Emergency Brake isolation

EB11

Energy supply

EB12

Emergency brake kinetic energy transformation

SB1

Service brake train deceleration request

SB2

Service brake request transmission

SB3

Train load calculation

SB4

Train Service brake force calculation

SB5

Service brake blending

SB6

Service brake energy storing and distribution

SB7

Holding brake

SB8

Service brake Traction cut off

SB9

Service brake state and fault detection and indication

SB10

Service Brake isolation

SB11

Energy supply

SB12

Service brake kinetic energy transformation

Table 1: PHS, Brake system’s functions analysed
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4.1.2 Preliminary Hazard Identification
A preliminary identification of the hazardous scenarios related to the Brake system operation
is developed within the CTA project, based on some main applicable standards ([1], [15],
[14]) and on the experience of brake systems manufacturers and train builders participating
in the project.
§4.3.1 describes this preliminary list of the Brake system hazards from H.1 to H. 25 provided
by CTA, together with the new ones resulted from the hazards identified during this PHA.
In general, the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is assigned to the functions performed by the
system, with reference to the potential damage produced by their missed or incorrect
execution. At this step, the SIL is assigned to the main (i.e. highest level) functions carried
out by the Brake-by-wire system, according to the results obtained by the CTA project,
through the preliminary assessment of risks related to the identified system hazards.
Table 2 specifies the SIL required to the main Brake system’s functions and for the SB7
Holding Brake subfunction (hereinafter referred to as SB_HB). Since several hazards are
linked to this sub-function, it has been considered relevant. However, the SIL required to
Holding Brake subfunction is directly derived from the related main function.

Function involved

Safety Integrity Level

ABT
BSM
PB
EB
SB
SB_HB

SIL ≥ 2
SIL4
SIL4
SIL4
SIL1-SIL2
SIL1-SIL2

Table 2: PHA, Safety Integrity Level required to main functions
No further risk assessment is developed at this step.

4.2 PHA Methodology
The Preliminary Hazard Analysis of the Brake system is developed in three main steps:
-

Identification of the functional deviations to be assessed (functional failure modes).

-

Evaluation of the effects of each functional deviation.

-

Specification of the measures required to assure the safe functional operation of the
Brake system.

A HAZOP-like approach is used for the systematic identification of the functional deviations
from the nominal behaviour expected by the Brake system. They are defined through the
application of a set of guidewords to each function analysed. Guidewords and generic
functional deviations are specified in Table 3.
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Guideword
No
Wrong
Loss of / partially
Undue

Deviation
The function is not performed: the output is missed in spite of the input state.
The function is not correctly performed: the output state is not the expected one for
a defined input state).
The function is interrupted, only partially performed.
The function is correctly performed but when not required (undue output when
there is not input)
Table 3: PHA, Guidewords and deviations

The effect of each functional deviation is evaluated with reference to the worst possible
consequences on the remaining functions (local effect) and then on the Brake system and on
the whole train (final effect).
Each hazardous functional deviation is referred to one or more System hazards specified in
Table 6. They could be already identified during the preliminary identification developed
within the CTA project or new hazards specified during this PHA.
For each hazardous functional deviation, all the measures required to assure the safe
functional operation of the system are specified. The whole set of measures defines the
safety concept of the of the Brake system.
A subset of measures – Countermeasures - shall be implemented by the Brake system, i.e.
they will be “covered” by the safety requirements of the system in the following design
stages. These measures are classified into different categories, which refer to different
sections of the Technical Safety Report (within the Safety Case structure) specified by the
EN 50129 [35]:
-

Assurance of functional operation.

-

Detection of faults.

-

Action following detection.

-

Independence of items.

-

Systematic & Random faults.

A further set of set of measures - Application conditions - shall be exported to users and/or
external technical systems. Their fulfilment is essential to guarantee the safe functional
operation and behaviour under faults of the Brake system.
A last set of measures - Recommendations – provides indications for the implementation of
the above countermeasures, i.e. for the fulfilment of the Brake system’s safety requirements
(e.g. compliance to standards, architectural insights …).
The form used for the PHA of the Brake system is provided in the following tables. It is
composed of three parts focused on the results coming from the three steps of the analysis:
-

The identification of the Functional failure modes.

-

The evaluation of the effects of each Functional failure mode and the specification of
the related System hazards;

-

The specification of the measures required to assure the safe functional operation
and the proper behaviour under fault condition of the Brake system.
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Table 4 shows the first two parts of the PHA form.
FUNCTIONAL FAILURE MODE

ID

Sub-function

Description

Guide-word

FAILURE EFFECTS
Deviation / Functional
Failure mode.

Local effect

Final effect

Hazard
ID

Hazard
description

Table 4: PHA, Form, Functional failure mode and Failure effects

Table 5 shows the third part of the PHA form.
COUNTERMEASURES SPECIFICATION
Correct functional
operation
ID

Description

Detection of
faults
ID

Action following
Detection

Description

Description

Independence
of Items

Systematic &
Random faults

Description

Description

Application
conditions
ID

Description

Recommendations
ID

Description

Table 5: PHA, Form, Countermeasures specification

4.3 PHA Results
The results coming from the PHA developed for the Brake system are collected into an Excel
file - “Safe4RAIL-D4 2_att 02_Preliminary Hazard Analysis” ([8]) which includes the following
sheets:
-

Preliminary hazard analysis.

-

Hazard list.

-

Countermeasures list.

-

Recommendations list.

-

Application conditions list.

The main results are also provided in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1 System Hazards
Table 6 provides the list of the Brake system hazards coming from different sources. They
include:
-

The hazards identified during the preliminary identification performed within the CTA
project (from H.1 to H. 25).

-

The hazards identified during this Preliminary Hazard Analysis (from H.26 to H.40).

It also specifies if the hazard is linked to at least one functional deviation assessed during
this PHA (yes / no) and the main function(s) involved.
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System hazard

Source

Ref in
PHA

Function

H.1

After activation of emergency no deceleration of the train due
to Brake system failure (including WSP).

TSI

Yes

EB

H.2

After activation of an Emergency brake command, no
deceleration of the train due to failure in the traction system
(Traction force ≥ Brake force).

TSI

Yes

EB

H.3

After activation of emergency stopping distances are longer
than nominal one due to failure in braking system.

TSI

Yes

EB

H.4

After activation of Parking brake, complete and permanent
loss of Parking brake force.

TSI

Yes

PB

TSI

No

GEN

TSI

No

EB

H.5

H.6

Impossibility for a passenger to initiate the activation of brake
in order to stop the train when train departs from a platform
due to failure in the passenger alarm system.
No information given to the driver in case of activation of a
passenger alarm due to failure in the passenger alarm
system.

H.7

Brake force applied is greater than the level of brake
demanded, leading to excessive jerk.

EN 1+D95734
/ EN 16185

Yes

GEN

H.8

Automatic (emergency) brake not initiated in the case of an
unintended train separation (loss of train integrity).

EN 15734 / EN
16185

No

EB

H.9

Required Parking brake performance not achieved.

EN 15734 / EN
16185

Yes

PB

H.10

Loss of Parking brake force over the time.

EN 15734 / EN
16185

Yes

PB

H.11

Holding brake for brake test not achieved.

EN 15734

No

SB_HB

H.12

Undue local application of brake force.

EN 15734 / EN
16185

Yes

GEN

H.13

Locked axle not detected.

EN 15734 / EN
16185

No

GEN

H.14

Required Holding brake performance not achieved.

CTA WP5
brainstorming

Yes

SB_HB

H.15

Excessive EMI interference leading to unexpected Brake
system behaviour.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.16

Excessive sound/noise level.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.17

Accessible hazardous voltage.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.18

Accessible sharp edges.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.19

Accessible hot surfaces.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.20

Small train parts detached.

FTI experience

No

NonF
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System hazard

Source

Ref in
PHA

Function

H.21

Big train parts detached.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.22

Excessive release of stored energy (e.g. air pressure, spring
load).

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.23

Accessible moving/rotating parts.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.24

Spread of smokes or fire.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.25

Release of toxic substances.

FTI experience

No

NonF

H.26

Automatic brake test not or partially performed or ineffective to
detect latent failure(s).

PHA

Yes

ABT

H.27

Incorrect initialization and configuration of the Brake system at
train power up or coupling / uncoupling

PHA

Yes

BSM

H.28

Emergency Brake force is applied only for a fraction of
consist's brake

PHA

Yes

EB

H.29

Brake force applied is greater than the maximum force
supported by brake, leading to its damage.

PHA

Yes

GEN

H.30

No or incorrect information on braking power provided to the
external technical (signaling) system

PHA

Yes

EB

H.31

No application of the Service Brake to control of the train
speed, due to Brake System failure.

PHA

Yes

SB

PHA

Yes

SB

PHA

Yes

SB

H.32

H.33

After activation of a Service brake command, ineffective
control of the train speed due to failure in the traction system
(Traction force ≥ Brake force).
After activation of a Service brake command, ineffective
control of the train speed through Service Brake, due to Brake
System failure.

H.34

Incorrect indication to driver about the permanent
immobilization of the train (Parking brake status)

PHA

Yes

PB

H.35

Undue application of brake for permanent immobilization
(Parking brake) during train movement

PHA

Yes

PB

H.36

After activation, complete and permanent loss of Holding
brake force.

PHA

Yes

SB_HB

H.37

Incorrect indication to driver about the temporary
immobilization of the train (Holding brake status)

PHA

Yes

SB_HB

H.38

Undue application of brake for temporary immobilization
(Holding brake) during train motion

PHA

Yes

SB_HB

H.39

Loss of Holding brake force over the time.

PHA

Yes

SB_HB

H.40

Undue train stop, due to Brake System failure, in a hazardous
area.

PHA

Yes

GEN

Table 6: PHA, List of System Hazards
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4.3.2

Countermeasures

The following tables provide the set of countermeasures identified during the Preliminary
Hazard Analysis of the Brake system.
Each table provides the countermeasures identified for each analysed main function.
Within each table, the countermeasures are listed for each category defined in §4.2.
The list of countermeasures assuring a proper functional operation, detection of faults, action
following detection, independence of items and defence against systematic & random faults
provides the safety concept of the Brake system with reference to each main function to be
implemented.
Table 7 provides a first set of general countermeasures (GEN), i.e. applicable to the different
main functions.
GENeral countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

PHA_GEN_2

The Brake system, in the exchange of safety-data with the external Technical
systems shall:
_ monitor the exchange of data and react to the inability to communicate as
for a Major fault (at consist level);
_ implement safety protection in the generation of safety-data to be exchange
through the transmission system;
_ verify the messages acquired in order to detect erroneous information
(transmitter identity, type, value errors) and time errors (timing, sequencing
error);

PHA_GEN_5

The Brake system's devices exchanging safety-data shall verify the messages
integrity (transmitter identity, type, value errors), sequence and timeliness
(timing, sequencing error, data received in due time) and authenticity (if an
open transmission system is used, with safety related access protection
functions).

Detection of
faults

PHA_GEN_1

The Brake system shall verify the capability to notify a Major failure to the
driver and to the external technical systems, under a representative set of
failure scenarios.

Action
following
Detection

PHA_GEN_4

The Brake system shall discharge a message acquired from the external
technical systems (containing safety-data) when a communication error is
identified and interrupt the communication when a predefined number of
messages are discharged.

PHA_GEN_6

The Brake system's devices exchanging safety-data shall discharge a
message when a communication error is identified (because o messages
authenticity, integrity, timeliness or sequence is/are violated) and interrupt the
communication when a predefined number of messages are discharged.

PHA_GEN_3

The Brake system shall avoid any over-imposition of brake forces required for
Emergency brake, Service (including Holding) brake and Parking brake (to
avoid the overcoming of limits due to technical characteristics and
dimensioning of brakes), and give priority to the application of:
_Emergency brake, in case of concurrent requests with Service brake or
Parking brake or Holding brake;
_Parking brake, in case of concurrent requests with Service brake or Holding
brake.

PHA_GEN_8

The Brake system shall notify a Major fault through safety transmission
function, with the highest SIL assigned to the brake functions, assuring
reactions against communication errors that are functionally independent by
any non-trusted transmission system.

Independence
of Items
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GENeral countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

Operation
under external
influence (not
in table)

The Brake system shall operate and fulfil all its safety requirements under the
effect of external influences, including environment temperature and humidity,
shock and vibration, electromagnetic compatibility and electrical stresses.

PHA_GEN_7

Table 7: PHA, GENeral countermeasures

Table 8 provides the set of countermeasures specified for the Brake System Management
(BSM).
Brake System Management countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

PHA_BSM_1

The Brake system shall store permanently, assure the integrity and inhibit any
modification (during service, i.e. restart mandatory) of the configuration data
acquired during its initialization.

PHA_BSM_3

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated at consist level (i.e.
affecting brakes at more than one axle / bogie) by notifying it to the driver and
external systems (i.e. transition into the safe state) and by dispatching the
brake command to all the local brake units (i.e. transition into the safe state)

PHA_BSM_4

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at axle or bogie
level) according to the degradation in the braking power:
_ by commanding the remote release of the faulted brake, if safe condition are
still guaranteed by the residual braking power (i.e. permanence into the safe
state);
_OR otherwise by dispatching the Emergency brake command to all the local
brake units (i.e. transition into the safe state) and by notifying the Major fault to
the driver and external systems.

PHA_BSM_6

The Brake system, at the Start up or at coupling/decoupling, shall be in its
initialization state, acquire data on the train and brakes configuration, and
perform the automatic brake test.

Detection of
faults

PHA_BSM_2

The Brake system shall verify:
_during initialization, that the actual configuration of consist and brakes fulfil the
minimum configuration assumed for brakes dimensioning;
_during service, that configuration data acquired during service are availability
and valid;

Action
following
Detection

PHA_BSM_5

The Brake system shall react to the loss of capability to notify a Major fault to
the external technical systems by the interruption of communication and the
transition or permanence into safe state.

PHA_BSM_7

The Brake system shall not be able to operate without a valid initialization and
react to a missed or negative result from one of the automatic brake tests
through the notification of a Major fault and the permanence into a safe state.

Independence
of Items

PHA_BSM_9

The Brake system shall implement functions for the management of and
reaction to Major fault conditions guarantying a degree of functional
independence with respect to functions for the application of Emergency brake
that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

Systematic &
Random faults

PHA_BSM_10 The Brake system shall react to the Major fault by the transition or permanence
into safe conditions, with the same SIL assigned to the implementation of the
Emergency brake.
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Brake System Management countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

PHA_BSM_8

The Brake system shall be initialized and acquire all data required to operate
with the actual train and brakes configurations with the same SIL assigned to
the implementation of the Emergency brake.

Table 8: PHA, Brake System Management countermeasures

Table 9 provides the set of countermeasures specified for the Parking Brake (PB).
Parking Brake countermeasures
Classification

ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

PHA_PB_2

The Brake system shall apply the Parking brake when a valid request for
permanent immobilization of the train is active and the train speed
measure is available and less than a predefined threshold.

PHA_PB_3

The Brake system shall guarantee the inexhaustibility of the Parking
brake: without any external source of energy for brake actuation (pressure
and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall guarantee the
permanent immobilization of the train.

PHA_PB_5

The Brake system shall release the Parking brake only when a valid
request for the release of the permanent immobilization of the train is
acquired from external actors (driver or external technical system), and
only by transiting to the Holding brake condition.

PHA_PB_8

The Brake system shall guarantee the coherence between the Parking
brake indication provided to driver and the real brake status.

PHA_PB_9

The Brake system shall apply the Parking brake guarantying the minimum
performance (i.e. brake force) required for train permanent immobilization.

Detection of
faults

PHA_PB_6

The Brake system shall verify the capability:
_to apply the Parking brake with enough brake force to guarantee the
minimum performance for train immobilization;
_to indicate to driver the status of application of Parking brake;
_to release the Parking brake;
_to inhibit the Parking brake application through the train movement.

Action
following
Detection

PHA_PB_10

The Brake system shall react to the undue application of the Parking
brake (i.e. without a valid request and/or during train motion) through the
notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver and external
technical system) and brake(s) release.

PHA_PB_7

The Brake system shall react to the missed or ineffective application of
the Parking brake request (i.e. to any inconsistency between the request
and the applied brake force for train immobilization), through the
notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver and external
technical system).

PHA_PB_1

The Brake system shall implement the Parking brake request:
_fulfilling the requirements stated in EN50129 for a SIL SIL4, including the
Tolerable Hazard rate at train level, if the request comes from the external
Technical systems
_coming from the driver fulfilling the requirements stated in EN50129 for a
SIL SIL2, including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train level, if the request
comes from the driver

Systematic &
Random faults
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Parking Brake countermeasures
Classification

ID

Countermeasures

PHA_PB_4

The Brake system shall provide to the driver the indication of Parking
brake status compatibly with the SIL assigned to the Parking brake
application if the request comes from the driver

Table 9: PHA, Parking Brake countermeasures

Table 10 provides the set of countermeasures specified for the Emergency Brake.
Emergency Brake countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at axle or bogie
level) through the local application of the Emergency brake and be available to a
"partial" remote release.

PHA_
EB_10

PHA_EB_11 The Brake system, after the reaction to a Major fault through the Emergency
brake application, shall be available to a "global" remote release commanded by
the external technical system (e.g. if the train is in a non-stopping are area) and
apply again the Emergency brake when the release command is removed or a
new Emergency brake request is acquired.
PHA_EB_16 The Brake system shall dispatch the Emergency brake request to all (central and
local) brake functions and to all types of brake, by a single command (i.e.
assuring continuity).
PHA_EB_18 The Brake system shall preserve the integrity and the timeliness of the
information (signals and data) related to bogies load used for the calculation of
the Emergency brake force.
PHA_EB_20 The Brake system shall limit the maximum (pneumatic / electrical) energy
provided for the generation of the force required for Emergency brake to a value
compatible with the technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of brakes.
PHA_EB_23 The Brake system, in any state after its initialization, shall be able to acquire
Emergency brake request coming from the external actors (driver, technical
systems)
PHA_EB_24 The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance (i.e. minimum
deceleration and maximum equivalent time to reach the maximum stopping
distances) and proper safe margin (i.e. failure tolerance), fulfilling all the
constraints related to:
_maximum deceleration (2.5 m/s2 according to TSI) and jerk (4 m/s3 according
to TSI),
_adhesion limits (for adhesion dependent brake).
PHA_EB_25 The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance of Emergency brake
(i.e. minimum deceleration and maximum equivalent time to reach the maximum
stopping distances) and proper safe margin (i.e. failure tolerance), fulfilling all the
constraints related to:
_technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of each (type of) brake,
_restriction in the use of dynamic and adhesion independent brakes due to the
infrastructure and/or vehicle.
PHA_EB_26 The Brake system shall consider only available (i.e. not isolated/ faulted) brakes
in the computation and notification to external technical systems of the braking
power and in the calculation of the Emergency brake force to be applied by (all
types of) brakes.
PHA_EB_27 The Brake system, after the acquisition of a Emergency brake request, shall
assure the brake force application up to train standstill or to a remote release
command.
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Emergency Brake countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

PHA_EB_31 The Brake system shall guarantee the consistency between the commands for
traction cut-off (to the external traction system) and for Emergency brake
application (to the local brake units).
PHA_EB_34 The Brake system shall allow the remote release of Emergency brake(s) only in
case of Major fault.

PHA_EB_35 The Brake system shall permit the total or partial isolation of Emergency brake(s)
for the removal of the force applied, with or without energy available on the train,
whatever are the adjustable (i.e. service) brake actual status and request, as last
operation to permit the train running and recover from immobilizing failure
conditions.
PHA_EB_37 The Brake system, in any state after its initialization, shall guarantee the
inexhaustibility of the brake: without any source of energy for brake actuation
(pressure and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall guarantee the
application of the minimum Emergency brake force for at least 2 times (i.e. brake
cannot be released if it cannot be applied again).
PHA_EB_39 The Brake system shall regulate the (pneumatic / electric) energy provided (to
each type of brake) for the generation of brake force required for the application
of the Emergency brake, with predefined accuracy and timing.
PHA_EB_50 The Brake system shall measure the force applied by individual Emergency
brakes, and consider an updated and conservative (consistent and with margin)
estimation of the actual brake force.

Detection of
faults

PHA_EB_8

The Brake system shall compute the nominal Emergency brake based on
measurements of bogies loads updated and conservative (i.e. consistent and
with margin) with respect to the actual load conditions.

PHA_EB_9

The Brake system shall provide to the external Technical systems and to the
driver the information about the Emergency brake status, operating mode and
active fault conditions.

PHA_EB_1

The Brake system shall verify the capability and effective execution of:
_partial or total isolation of Emergency brake(s);
_remote release of Emergency brake(s).

PHA_EB_2

The Brake system shall verify the application of Emergency brake:
_by monitoring the status of each brake (Applied, Released, Isolated, Faulted),
_by notifying the actual brake status (Applied, Released, Isolated, Faulted) to
external actors (driver and external technical system);
_by measuring the real brake force applied by (all types of) brakes;
_by detecting a dragging brake condition (i.e. non-null brake force without any
brake request).

PHA_EB_3

The Brake system shall verify the capability to react to a Emergency brake
request, i.e.
_to acquire the Emergency brake request from each external actor (driver and
single technical system);
_to transmit the traction cut-off command to the external system;
_to transmit valid Emergency brake request to all brake functions.

PHA_EB_4

The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide energy for the Emergency
brake application, i.e.:
_the availability of (pneumatic / electric) energy source, according to the
inexhaustibility requirement.
_the capability to regulate the (pneumatic / electrical) energy provided according
to the brake force request;
_the functionality of any interlock between (pneumatic / electric) devices and
protections.
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Emergency Brake countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

PHA_EB_48 The Brake system shall monitor the temperature achieved by (friction) brake, as
protection against an ineffective dissipation of the heat generated by the
conversion of the train kinetic energy.

Action
following
Detection

PHA_EB_5

The Brake system shall verify the capability to calculate and apply the
Emergency brake, i.e.:
_the availability of valid information (signal, data) related to measurements used
for the calculation of the brake force (e.g. speed, bogies load)
_the timeliness and synchronization of the communication and calculations
processes and the availability and integrity of information (e.g. requests,
measurements, results from calculation, bogies load, speed);
_the application of the Emergency brake within a predefined maximum time from
the request, under different blending conditions.

PHA_EB_6

The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide the Braking power
information to the external technical (signaling) systems and the consistency of
the last information notified with the current availability of brakes.

PHA_EB_12 The Brake system shall react to the inability to acquire a Emergency brake
request (from drivers and external technical system) and to transmit (to external
technical system) the traction cut-off command, through the notification of a
Major fault and the transition or permanence into safe state.
PHA_EB_13 The Brake system shall react to braking power (computed for the actual brakes
availability) less than the value communicated to external systems:
_by communicating an updated value;
_OR through the notification of a Major fault and the transition or permanence
into safe state.
PHA_EB_14 The Brake system shall react to a (partial or total) inability to transmit a valid
Emergency brake request (to other brake central or local functions) and traction
cut-off command (to external technical systems), through the notification of a
Major fault and the transition or permanence into safe state.
PHA_EB_19 The Brake system shall react to the inability to regulate properly the (pneumatic /
electrical) energy for local generation of force required for Emergency brake,
through the notification of a Major fault and the application of the maximum brake
force.
PHA_EB_21 The Brake system shall react to any inconsistency between the sum of the brake
force applied by the different types of brake and the total nominal Emergency
brake request, through the notification of a Major fault and the application of the
maximum Emergency brake.
PHA_EB_28 The Brake system shall react to the missed application of the (nominal)
Emergency brake after a predefined maximum time from the request, through the
notification of a Major fault and the application of the maximum Emergency
brake.
PHA_EB_33 The Brake system shall react to a dragging condition of Emergency brake(s) (i.e.
measurement of a non-null brake force without any brake request) through the
notification of a Major fault and the automatic release of the brakes(s).
PHA_EB_36 The Brake system shall react to a missed or undue Emergency brake(s) release
or isolation through the notification of a Major fault.

PHA_EB_38 The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of the (pneumatic / electrical)
energy required to guarantee the inexhaustibility of the Emergency brake,
through the notification of a Major fault and the transition or permanence into
safe conditions
PHA_EB_41 The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of valid information (signal,
data) related to measurements used for the calculation of the nominal
Emergency brake force (i.e. speed, bogies load), through the use of predefined
conservative values.
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Emergency Brake countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

PHA_EB_49 The Brake system shall react to the over-temperature of Emergency brake(s)
through the notification of a Major fault, the brake(s) release, and the transition or
permanence into safe state.
PHA_EB_7

Independence
of Items

The Brake system shall react to the impossibility to compute the nominal
Emergency brake, through the notification of a Major fault and the application of
the maximum Emergency brake.

PHA_EB_15 The Brake system shall exchange safety data for the implementation of the
Emergency brake with the external technical systems (e.g. Emergency brake
request, traction cut-off command, braking power, brake status) and internally
(e.g. brake force request, brake status), through safety transmission functions
implementing reactions against communication errors that are functionally
independent by any non-trusted transmission system.
PHA_EB_29 The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the application
of the Emergency brake request within a predefined maximum time and
consequent reaction, guarantying a degree of functional independence with
respect to functions for the application of Service brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.
PHA_EB_30 The Brake system shall implement functions for the partial or total isolation and
for the remote release of Emergency brake(s) guarantying a degree of functional
independence with respect to functions for the application of Emergency brake
that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.
PHA_EB_40 The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the brakes
availability and the computation and notification of the Braking power to external
technical (signaling) systems, guarantying a degree of functional independence
respect to functions for the application of Emergency brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.
PHA_EB_43 The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the real brake
force applied, the comparison with the Emergency brake request and the
reaction in case of any inconsistency detected, guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application of
Emergency brake that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.
PHA_EB_47 The Brake system shall apply the force for Emergency brakes locally (e.g. at
each axle) by actuation (pneumatic / electric) circuits guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application of
Emergency brake that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

Systematic &
Random faults

PHA_EB_17 The Brake system shall acquire the request for the deceleration to stop the train
within a maximum allowable stopping distance (Emergency brake) through
transmission functions with the same SIL assigned to the calculation and
application of the Emergency brake force.
PHA_EB_22 The Brake system shall implement a request of deceleration to stop the train
within a maximum allowable stopping distance (Emergency brake), fulfilling the
requirements stated in EN50129 for SIL4.
PHA_EB_32 The Brake system shall implement the partial or total isolation of the Emergency
brake(s) (all types) and the remote release of individual Emergency friction brake
compatibly with the SIL assigned to its implementation.
PHA_EB_42 The Brake system shall provide a conservative estimation (i.e. consistent and
with margin) of the train load used for the computation of the nominal Emergency
brake with the same SIL assigned to its implementation.
PHA_EB_44 The Brake system shall apply the Emergency brake by assuring the generation
of the Traction cut-off command its transmission to the external technical
systems with the same SIL assigned to the brake implementation.
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Emergency Brake countermeasures
Classification ID

Countermeasures

PHA_EB_45 The Brake system shall compute the Braking power and transmit it to the
external technical (signaling) systems with the same SIL assigned to the
implementation of the Emergency brake.
PHA_EB_46 The Brake system shall monitor the brake status and manage the detection and
notification to external actors (drive, external technical systems) of fault
conditions related to Emergency brake compatibly with the SIL assigned to its
implementation.

Table 10: PHA, Emergency Brake countermeasures

Table 11 provides the set of countermeasures specified for the Service Brake.
Service Brake countermeasures
Classification

ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_13

The Brake system shall dispatch the Service brake request to all (central and
local) brake functions and to all types of brake, by a single command (i.e.
assuring continuity).

PHA_SB_15

The Brake system shall preserve the integrity and the timeliness of the
information (signals and data) related to bogies load used for the calculation
of the Service brake force.

PHA_SB_17

The Brake system shall limit the maximum (pneumatic / electrical) energy
provided for the generation of the force required for Service brake to a value
compatible with the technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of
brakes.

PHA_SB_20

The Brake system, when active, shall be able to acquire Service brake
request coming from the external actors (driver, technical systems).

PHA_SB_21

The Brake system shall guarantee performance to be in the
minimum/maximum range for the calculation and application of the Service
brake force by each (type of) brake, fulfilling all the constraints related to:
_maximum deceleration (2.5 m/s2 according to TSI) and jerk (4 m/s3
according to TSI),
_adhesion limits (for adhesion dependent brake.

PHA_SB_22

The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance of Service brake,
fulfilling all the constraints related to:
_technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of each (type of) brake,
_restriction in the use of dynamic brakes due to the infrastructure and/or
vehicle.

PHA_SB_26

The Brake system shall guarantee the consistency between the commands
for traction cut-off (to the external traction system) and for Service brake
application (to the local brake units).

PHA_SB_29

The Brake system shall permit the total or partial isolation of Service brake(s)
for the removal of the force applied, with or without energy available on the
train, whatever are the adjustable (i.e. service) brake actual status and
request, as last operation to permit the train running and recover from
immobilizing failure conditions.

PHA_SB_31

The Brake system, when active, shall guarantee the inexhaustibility of the
brake: without any source of energy for brake actuation (pressure and air flow
/ electric energy), the Brake system shall guarantee the application of the
minimum Service brake force for at least 2 times (i.e. brake cannot be
released if it cannot be applied again).
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Service Brake countermeasures
Classification

Detection of
faults

ID

Countermeasures

PHA_SB_34

The Brake system shall regulate the (pneumatic / electric) energy provided (to
each type of brake) for the generation of brake force required for the
application of the Service brake, with predefined accuracy and timing.

PHA_SB_36

The Brake system shall provide a conservative estimation (i.e. consistent and
with margin) of the train load used for the computation of the Service brake
with the same SIL assigned to its implementation.

PHA_SB_43

The Brake system shall measure the force applied by individual Service
brakes, and consider an updated and conservative (consistent and with
margin) estimation of the actual brake force.

PHA_SB_44

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the brakes
availability and the computation and notification of the Braking power to
external technical (signaling) systems, guarantying a degree of functional
independence respect to functions for the application of Service brake that
allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

PHA_SB_45

The Brake system shall allow the remote release of Service brake(s) only in
case of Major fault.

PHA_SB_46

The Brake system shall consider only available (i.e. not isolated/ faulted)
brakes in the calculation of the Service brake force to be applied by (all types
of) brakes.

PHA_SB_7

The Brake system shall adjust the brake force (Service brake) according to
the maximum train deceleration requests coming from the different sources
(driver, external technical systems).

PHA_SB_8

The Brake system shall provide to the external Technical systems and to the
driver the information about the Service brake status, operating mode and
active fault conditions.

PHA_SB_1

The Brake system shall verify the capability and effective execution of:
_partial or total isolation of Service brake(s);
_remote release of Service brake(s).

PHA_SB_2

The Brake system shall verify the application of Service brake:
_by monitoring the status of each brake (Applied, Released, Isolated,
Faulted),
_by notifying the actual brake status (Applied, Released, Isolated, Faulted) to
external actors (driver and external technical system);
_by measuring the real brake force applied by (all types of) brakes;
_by detecting a dragging brake condition (i.e. non-null brake force without any
brake request).

PHA_SB_3

The Brake system shall verify the capability to react to a Service brake
request, i.e.:
_to acquire the Service brake request from each external actor (driver and
single technical system);
_to transmit the traction cut-off command to the external system;
_to transmit valid Service brake request to all brake functions.
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Service Brake countermeasures
Classification

ID

Countermeasures

PHA_SB_4

The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide energy for the Service
brake application, i.e.:
_the availability of (pneumatic / electric) energy source, according to the
inexhaustibility requirement.
_the capability to regulate the (pneumatic / electrical) energy provided
according to the brake force request;
_the functionality of any interlock between (pneumatic / electric) devices and
protections.

PHA_SB_41

The Brake system shall monitor the temperature achieved by Service
brake(s), as protection against an ineffective dissipation of the heat generated
by the conversion of the train kinetic energy.

PHA_SB_5

The Brake system shall verify the capability to calculate and apply the Service
brake, i.e.:
_the availability of valid information (signal, data) related to measurements
used for the calculation of the brake force (e.g. speed, bogies load)
_the timeliness and synchronization of the communication and calculations
processes and the availability and integrity of information (e.g. requests,
measurements, results from calculation, bogies load, speed) ;
_the application of the Service brake within a predefined maximum time from
the request, under different blending conditions.

Action following PHA_SB_10
Detection

The Brake system shall react to the inability to acquire a Service brake
request (from drivers and external technical system) and to transmit (to
external technical system) the traction cut-off command, through the
notification of a Major fault and the application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_11

The Brake system shall react to a (partial or total) inability to transmit a valid
Service brake request (to other brake central or local functions) and traction
cut-off command (to external technical systems), through the notification of a
Major fault and the application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_16

The Brake system shall react to the inability to regulate properly the
(pneumatic / electrical) energy for local generation of force required for
Service brake, through the notification of a Major fault and the application of
the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_18

The Brake system shall react to any inconsistency between the sum of the
brake force applied by the different types of brake and the total minimum
Emergency brake request, through the notification of a Major fault and the
application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_23

The Brake system shall react to the missed application of the Service brake
after a predefined maximum time from the request, through the notification of
a Major fault and the application of the maximum Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_28

The Brake system shall react to a dragging condition of Service brake(s) (i.e.
measurement of a non-null brake force without any brake request) through
the notification of a Major fault and the automatic release of the brakes(s).

PHA_SB_30

The Brake system shall react to a missed or undue Service brake(s) release
or isolation through the notification of a Major fault.

PHA_SB_33

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of the (pneumatic /
electrical) energy required to guarantee the inexhaustibility of the Service
brake, through the notification of a Major fault and the application of the
Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_35

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of valid information (signal,
data) related to measurements used for the calculation of the nominal Service
brake force (i.e. speed, bogies load), through the use of predefined
conservative values.
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Service Brake countermeasures
Classification

Independence
of Items

Systematic &
Random faults

ID

Countermeasures

PHA_SB_42

The Brake system shall react to the over-temperature of Service brake(s)
through the notification of a Major fault, the brake(s) release, and the
transition or permanence into safe state.

PHA_SB_6

The Brake system shall react to the impossibility to compute
minimum/maximum Service brake performance, through the notification of a
Major fault and the application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_9

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at axle or
bogie level) through the local application of the Emergency brake and be
available to a "partial" remote release.

PHA_SB_12

The Brake system shall exchange safety data for the implementation of the
Service brake with the external technical systems (e.g. Service brake request,
traction cut-off command, brake status) and internally (e.g. brake force
request, brake status), through safety transmission functions implementing
reactions against communication errors that are functionally independent by
any non-trusted transmission system.

PHA_SB_24

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the
application of the Service brake request within a predefined maximum time
and consequent reaction guarantying a degree of functional independence
with respect to functions for the application of Service brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.

PHA_SB_25

The Brake system shall implement functions for the partial or total isolation
and for the remote release of Service brake(s) guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application of
Service brake that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

PHA_SB_37

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of the real
brake force applied, the comparison with the Service brake request and the
reaction in case of any inconsistency detected, guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application of
Service brake that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

PHA_SB_40

The Brake system shall apply the force for Service brakes locally (e.g. at
each axle) by actuation (pneumatic / electric) circuits guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application of
Emergency brake that allows the achievement of the global safety objective.

PHA_SB_14

The Brake system shall acquire the request for the deceleration of the train
(Service brake) through transmission functions with the same SIL assigned to
the calculation and application of the Service brake force.

PHA_SB_19

The Brake system shall implement the adjustable deceleration to control the
speed of the train (Service brake) fulfilling the requirements stated in
EN50129 for SIL2, including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train level.

PHA_SB_27

The Brake system shall implement the partial or total isolation of the Service
brake(s) (all types) and the remote release of individual Emergency friction
brake compatibly with the SIL assigned to its implementation.

PHA_SB_38

The Brake system shall apply the Service brake by assuring the generation of
the Traction cut-off command its transmission to the external technical
systems with the same SIL assigned to the brake implementation.

PHA_SB_39

The Brake system shall monitor the brake status and manage the detection
and notification to external actors (drive, external technical systems) of fault
conditions related to Service brake compatibly with the SIL assigned to its
implementation.

Table 11: PHA, Service Brake countermeasures
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Table 12 provides the set of countermeasures specified for the Holding Brake.
Holding Brake countermeasures
Classification

ID

Countermeasures

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_HB_02

The Brake system shall apply the Holding brake automatically
when the train speed measure is less than a predefined threshold.

PHA_SB_HB_03

The Brake system shall guarantee the inexhaustibility of the
Holding brake: without any source of energy for brake actuation
(pressure and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall
guarantee the temporary immobilization of the train for a defined
minimum duration (2 hours according to TSI).
The Brake system shall release the Holding brake only if the
traction effort is higher enough to avoid train reverse movement or
Emergency brake is applied.

PHA_SB_HB_05

PHA_SB_HB_06

PHA_SB_HB_08

Action
following
Detection

PHA_SB_HB_09

The Brake system shall apply the Holding brake guarantying the
minimum performance (i.e. brake force) required for train
temporary immobilization.

PHA_SB_HB_07

The Brake system shall react to the missed or ineffective
application or loss of the Holding brake request (i.e. to any
inconsistency between the request and the applied brake force for
train immobilization), through the notification of a Major fault to the
external actors (driver and external technical system) and the
application of the Emergency brake.
The Brake system shall react to the undue application of the
Holding brake (i.e. without a valid request and/or during train
motion) through the notification of a Major fault to the external
actors (driver and external technical system) and brake(s) release.

PHA_SB_HB_10

Systematic &
Random faults

The Brake system shall verify the capability;
_to apply the Holding brake with enough brake force to guarantee
the minimum performance for train immobilization;
_to indicate to driver the status of application of Holding brake;
_to release the Holding brake;
_to inhibit the Holding brake application through the train
movement.
The Brake system shall guarantee the coherence between the
Holding brake indication provided to driver and the real brake
status.

PHA_SB_HB_01

The Brake system shall implement the temporary immobilisation of
the train (Holding brake) fulfilling the requirements stated in
EN50129 for a SIL2, including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train
level.

PHA_SB_HB_04

The Brake system shall provide to the driver the indication of
Holding brake disabled compatibly with the SIL assigned to the
Holding brake application.

Table 12: PHA, Holding Brake countermeasures
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4.3.3 Application conditions
Table 13 provides the list of the Application conditions specified during the Preliminary
hazard Analysis, i.e. measures to be met by users and/or external technical systems, in order
to guarantee the safe functional operation and behaviour under faults of the Brake system.
ID

Application condition

PHA_AC_01

Procedure(s) shall be specified for the driver and maintenance operator about the conditions and
constraints to meet for the total or partial, permanent, isolation of brake and about the following
restrictions.

PHA_AC_02

The external Technical systems exchanging safety-data with the Brake system shall:
_ monitor the exchange of data and react to the inability to communicate as for the notification of a
Major fault (e.g. warning to driver, restrictions);
_ implement safety protection in the generation of safety-data to be exchange through the
transmission system;
_ verify the messages acquired in order to detect erroneous information (transmitter identity, type,
value errors) and time errors (timing, sequencing error);
_ discharge a message when a communication error is identified.

PHA_AC_03

The external system shall inform the Brake system about constraints coming from the
infrastructure and from the vehicles in the use of regenerative dynamic brake, specifically for
Emergency brake, if any.

PHA_AC_04

The Dynamic brake, if used in Emergency brake, shall be able to dissipate the energy also in case
the external catenary cannot receive the energy (e.g. voltage limitation, protections, catenary
interruption, ….).

PHA_AC_05

The external systems shall detect an brake application (triggered by the Brake system as reaction
to a Major fault) that leads the train to stop in a hazardous area. In this condition, the external
system(s) shall wait till the train speed is under a predefined limit, then command a "global"
remote release until the train exits from the hazardous area, and then command the emergency
brake to achieve standstill condition.

PHA_AC_06

The minimum performance guaranteed by the Brake system for the emergency brake (i.e.
minimum deceleration and maximum equivalent time to reach the maximum stopping distances)
shall be considered by the external technical (signalling) systems for train protection.

PHA_AC_07

External technical systems shall assure the availability of the (pneumatic and electrical) energy for
the brakes regulation, without invalidating the independence required to local brake actuations
(e.g. for different bogies).

PHA_AC_08

The external technical systems shall assure the traction cut-off after receiving a valid traction cutoff command from the Brake system. Traction cut-off shall remain enable until traction cut-off
command is released or the Brake system is isolated.

PHA_AC_09

The external actors (driver, technical systems) shall avoid train running if no-valid information on
braking power is provided by the Brake system or the actual braking power is lower than a
minimum value (pre-defined to guarantee safe condition for train running).

PHA_AC_10

External technical system shall provide a safe train speed information from odometry

PHA_AC_11

The Dynamic brake shall guarantee a minimum brake force if available and provide safe
information on its availability (otherwise, the blending logic shall be based on a safe measure of
the force applied). The Adhesion independent brakes shall guarantee the application of the brake
force, if available.

PHA_AC_12

Safe state conditions of the Brake system fault are:
_train at a standstill condition (in a non-hazardous area), achieved through the automatic
application of a continuous Emergency brake;
_train running, with all brakes released and a residual braking power compatible with the train
speed.
The applicability and specific implications of the above Brake system's safe state definition shall
be evaluated for each specific application.

PHA_AC_13

The applicability and specific implications of the use of different types of brake and different
blending configurations shall be evaluated for each specific application.
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ID

Application condition

PHA_AC_14

External technical system shall provide to the Brake system all data (about train and brakes
configurations) required by its initialization.

PHA_AC_15

The driver shall verify the application of the Parking brake request through the related indication
provided by the Brake System

Table 13: PHA, Application conditions

4.3.4 Recommendations
Table 14 provides the list of Recommendations specified during the Preliminary hazard
Analysis of the Brake system, which provide indications for the implementation of the
countermeasures listed in §4.3.2.
ID

Recommendation

PHA_REC_01

It is recommended to define criteria for the over-dimensioning of brakes and related fault(s)
tolerance capability; at least, single credible failure (e.g. affecting brake on a single axis) should
be tolerated without any impact on the minimum braking power required to guarantying a safe
train stop (i.e. to achieve a safe state).

PHA_REC_02

It is recommended that the Brake system implements a closed loop control for the setting of the
brake force, in the application of the train deceleration request.

PHA_REC_03

It is recommended that the Brake system implements distributed hardware circuits for the
conditioning of local signals (e.g. axle speed) and for the implementation of local interlocks (e.g.
non admissible status of controlled devices) and protections (e.g. against excessive wheelsliding protection), providing independency against errors the brake command line.

PHA_REC_04

It is recommend the compliance of the architecture of the Brake system with the standard on
Safety related electronic systems for communication, signalling and processing systems (EN
50129).

PHA_REC_05

It is recommend the compliance of the communication between the Brake system and the
external technical systems with standard on Safety-related communication in transmission
systems (EN50159).

PHA_REC_06

It is recommended to qualify the Brake system's devices for the operation under external
conditions according to the applicable standards: EN50155 on environmental condition including
temperature and humidity, EN50124 on electrical Insulation, EN61373 on shock and vibration
test, EN50121 on electromagnetic compatibility, EN45545 on fire protection).

PHA_REC_07

It is recommended to limit the setting of (static) data for the application of the maximum
Emergency brake at the Brake system start up, to verify them at the brake test and to inhibit any
modification during operation.

PHA_REC_08

It is recommended that the Brake system reacts to a Major fault by applying the Emergency
brake force through the de-energization of the local I/O interfaces toward the energy regulation
(pneumatic / electric) circuits..

PHA_REC_09

It is recommended a "negative logic" in the notification of the Major fault - within the Brake
system and to the external actors (i.e. driver and technical systems) - guarantying the train
running capability (i.e. brake not applied and traction allowed) only if the transmission system
and the transmission functions are available.

PHA_REC_10

It is recommended a "negative logic" in the Emergency brake request, guarantying the train
running capability (i.e. brake not applied and traction allowed) only if the transmission system
and the transmission functions are available.

PHA_REC_11

It is recommended that friction brakes are dimensioned in order to provide the total force
required for minimum Emergency brake, by complementing the minimum force assured d by the
dynamic brakes.

Table 14: PHA, Recommendations
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Chapter 5 Summary and conclusion
This document provides:
-

-

an overall brake system functional view by the definition of the brake system
functional structure and sub-functions main requirements definition
the detailed functional requirements for a subset of brake system functionalities
related to adhesion dependent friction brake and for service and emergency brake
main functions, which are consistent with the S4R objective to demonstrate the
consistency of the new TCMS embedded platform
the list of input/output information defining the interfaces between brake system subfunctions and between brake system and technical systems of the train
the overall brake system Preliminary Hazard Analysis on brake system functions
the overall safety brake system requirements, the safety application condition
requirements and safety recommendation for the following concept design work

The above results are a robust base from which to start with the following activities in the
next phase:
-

-

integration for the safety analysis outputs in the whole requirements list
brake system architecture specification
limitation of the scope to emergency brake functions and evaluation about any other
limitation can be introduced without affecting the final result architectural related
requirements definition limited to the scope
allocation of requirements to electronic control, based on architecture definition
identification of electronic control interfaces
preparation of Hazard Analysis focus on electronic control requirements
definition of electronic control safety requirements based on Hazard Analysis
Electronic control architecture definition with hardware, software and platform
requirements

The first steps will be done in tight cooperation between S4R and CTA.
The above activities will permit the definition of the new brake system concept to be
integrated in the S4R WP1 and WP2 platform concept design.
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Chapter 6 List of Abbreviations
ABT

Automatic Brake Test

ATP

Automatic Train Protection

BCU

Brake Control Unit

BSM

Brake System Management

CTA

Connecta

EB

Emergency Brake

EC

Electronic Control

ECU

Electronic Control Unit

ED

Electro-Dynamic

EDV

Electronic Distributor Valve

ELE

Eletech

EMU

Electrical Multiple Unit

EN

European Norm

EP

Electro-Pneumatic

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

ETCS

European Train Control System

FMECA

Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis

FMEDA

Failure Mode, Effects, and Diagnostic Analysis

FSM

Functional Safety Management

FTA

Fault Tree Analysis

FTA

Fault Tree Analysis

HARA

Hazard Analysis and Risk Analysis

HB

Holding Brake

IMP

Integrated Modular Pllatform
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LAM

Low Adhesion Management

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

N/A

Not Applicable

NonF

Non-Functional

PAS

Passenger Alarm System

PB

Parking Brake

PHA

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety

S4R

Safe4Rail

SB

Service Brake

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

SV&V

Software Verification and Validation

TCMS

Train Control and Management System

TSI

Technical specifications for interoperability

WP

Work Package

WSP

Wheel Slide Protection
Table 15: List of Abbreviations
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